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Making the most
of your micro

Rather an odd, "how-to-do-it" title for the REcoRD editorial Page, you may think, but
I have my reasons. More and more of you use microcomputer systems, which you
are steadily expanding and upgrading. You have learned that there is architectural
software galore to be had, but still are insufficiently informed as to what to buy and
when. Many of you are or soon will be using your micros to research buildingproducts catalogs, and will soon begin computer-aided specifying,
the technology of which is not far behind. Both interrelated developments will
greatly transform and enhance the daily work of architecture, making it more
economical and efficient, simplifying code compliance, and offering greater
protection against liability.
Since the technology for computerized product research and specification is not
restricted to large offices with mainframes, even the smallest firms can play. To get
started, one microcomputer is needed (see page 135 for minimum capacities required)
and a single operator who learns the tasks by means of an array of special software
the industry calls "tutorials." In this issue, to help you get on with it, RECORD offers
a tutorial of its own: "Using your micro to specify" by software expert Steven S.
Ross (pages 134-137). The first in a projected series on computer technology to be
written by Ross, it will be followed by monthly reviews of available or forthcoming
architecture-related software of all kinds.
These reviews, averaging from one to three per month, are planned to be useful to
microcomputer users in large, medium, and small firms, who at present get little
help from software suppliers. Ross will not address the needs of those of you who
have mainframes, since firms that sell to you do a better tutorial. If you are already
using micros, and want to enhance or upgrade your existing system, you will be kept
up-to-date on various add-on capabilities. Software categories Ross will be covering
include graphic design, project management, doeumentation, facilities management,
and record-keeping. He will vary his reviews within the course of a year to include as
many subjects of interest as possible.
Ross and REcoRD welcome your comments and suggestions. Write and let us
know what software packages and add-ons you would like us to review. Share your
experiences of what works and what doesn't, successful applications, frustrations,
mistakes. To say it again, make the most of your micro. And let us help.
Mildred F. Schmertz
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For years, even the

bestdesign-

ed/,!/F ers have been stymied by fge
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codes. Anyone who wanted to
use indoor and outdoor fabrics
for awnings, canopies, or other ffeatments in commercial settings had to take more than a little heat.
Because even if vou could satisfy codes, chances
were you couldn't find fire-retardant fabrics worth
the trouble. So many an imaginative idea got snuffed.
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SunbrellaFiresist@ To The Rescue.
Happily, all thats in the past. Because now there's
a beautiful, durable fabric that measures up to the
toughest standards-yours and the fire department's.
Sunbrella Firesist.
This new canvas fabric meets the reouirements of

the National Fire Protection Asociation as
the stringent California Fire Marshal's test. Bu
only the beginning. The fact is, Sunbrella Fir,
unlike any other material you can buy.
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Comes With Our 5-Yeor Limited Warrant
Sunbrella Firesist isn't just another fabric spr:
coated with flame-retardant chemrcals. Inste:
woven from fibers which are inherently flar
tardant. This means Sunbrella Firesist will r
lose flame retardancy since that retardancy cr
washed out or dry-cleaned away.
In addition to makins decorative fabric trea'
safer these fibers makelhembetter than thost

r

On'ftrldeas.

:ntional fabrics. Like traditional Sunbrella@
Sunbrella Firesist won't crack, peel, harden,
Tected by rot. Furthermore, its highly soil
t. Finally, its solution-dyed, locked-in colors
rde. We're so sure Sunbrella Firesist will live
rese promises, it comes with a 5-year limlted
.v.

pared with coated or laminated vinyl,
lla Firesist looks even better. That's because
lla Firesist is highly breathable, so that moisesnt get trapped underneath, allowing milform.

u Can fu.ecute Your Hottest

Designs.

rnbrella Firesist, you can specify fabrics for
:nts from decorative panels to privacy screens

to cabanas, knowing youll get the results you want.
We offer an excelleru choice of richly colored solids,
and many additional solids, stripes, and fancy patterns will be available soon. Unlike many fabrics,
ours is the same color on both sides. So it looks
great from any angle.
Find out more about Sunbrella Firesist by contactins Glen Raven Mills, Inc., Glen Raven, North
Carolina 77215,919/277-6211. So the next time
someone says you can't meet a fire code, they'll just
be blowing smoke. circte 6 on inquiry card

Sunbrella Firesist

@Sunbrella,

Sunbrella Firesist are registered trademarks of Glen Raven Mills, Inc
oSEF-PLUS is a registered trademark of Monsanto Chemical Crmpany.

Construction-economy update:
Rising interest rates won't help
the short-term outlook

By George A. Christie
But with so much space
still reaching completion and
spilling onto the market, vacancy
rates have yet to recede.
The severity of the overbuilding
malady varies widely, ranging from
mild discomfort for shopping
25 percent.

The more Aou see of 1987, the

is to like. This gear
started of well enoughfor
the constraction industry, with
contracting for new projects
still clinging to its peak 1986
rate of close to $250 billion.
By midyear, the pace had
less there

centers to acute indigestion for
offices. All the commercial-building
categories share several common
features, however.
' Overstimulation by the

slackened bu 510 billion

(annualized), and it isn't going
to stop there.
During the first quarter,
retrenchment in the
ou er deue lop

e

availability of accelerated

d ofi.ce and

apartment rnarkets had alreadg
drag g e d co nstru c tion ac tivitg
down. Delaged highway
legislation, w hic h interrupted
federal funding, created a
secondary comp lication. Then
cam e Ap ri I's credit-tig htening
interest rates that led to secondquarter declines of single-familg

housing and institutional
building. Eaen though highwag
projects rebounded in the spring
as the new transportation act
unlocked the Highway Trust
Fu n d, total constructior"
contracting slipped back another
notch as interest rates rose.
Earlier forecasts of 1987
constraction contracting in these

pages (issued in Noaember 1986,
pages 35-13, and. Mag 1987, pages

anticipated the inetitab le
in ffice buildings and
other commercial structures that,
in fact, deoeloped os a result of

39-/13)

weakness

deuelopers' and inaestors'

adjustment to tar reform.
But os long os interest rates
remained reasonably stable, there
was reason to lookfor continued

supportfrom other sectors such

as

housing and institutional
building. Our erperience in the

first half
b

lea

k pro

of 1987 has borne out the
sp

e ct

fo

r commercial

building, but the recent uolatility
ofinterest rates now requires a reeualuation of what we haae come
to think of as the industry's
c omfo

rtab I e " s afe tg ne ts.

"

The decline of commercial
building has gathered
considerable momentum;

public-works construction,
however, looks stronger
Commercial building (loosely
defined here as the total of offices,
shopping centers, warehouses,
hotels/motels. and aoartments
going up) is now into its second year
of decline as tax reform provides
another reason to build less. The
best reason: double-digit vacancy
rates-the hangover that followed
the five-year celebration of the

availability of real+state tax
shelters. Six quarters of decline
(commercial building peaked in
1985's third quarter at the
extraordinary rate of 1.9-billion
square feet) have reduced the

of new construction by

start

denreciation since the Economic
Reiovery Tax Act of 1981.

' Adjustment to full-term

the second quarter, above-average
contracting just about eliminated
the 1O-percent shortfall that existed
at the end of the first three months,
and a strong second half under the
new federal program is in prospect.
Environmental construction (water
resources and waste-water
treatment) is currently on target at
$14.4 billion, bringing total publicworks contracting to an estimated
$39.3 billion, up 1 percent from 1986.
In a longer time frame, three
recently passed major legislative
acts-the Water Resources
Development Act of 1986, the Clean
Water Act of 1987, and the Surface
Transportation Assistance Act of
1987 together have established a
new course for federal funding of
public-works construction. Their
provisions will soon reverse a recent
decline of contracting for
transportation and environmental
projects as they provide a base of
stability that extends well into the
future. Because two of the three
programs were passed by Congress
over the President's veto. thev
indicate a change for the'better in
federal priorities for badly needed
improvements to the nation's

depreciation as required by the Tax
Reform Act of i986.
'Concentration of vacant space in
the Sunbelt (and particularly in the
Oil Patch).
The regional imbalance of the
commercial vacancy problem is a
mixed blessing. Despite a national
average of close to 20 percent for
office vacancies, demand remains
reasonably strong in the Northeast
and North Central states where
building proceeded at a more
moderate pace during the early
1980s when the South was booming.
But, with most of the vacant space
concentrated as it is in less than
infrastructure.
half the country, its absorption will
The second-half performance of
be a long and painful process.
In its second year of "the return
two other types of construction is
to reality," the decline of
more difficult
commercial building has gathered
Single-family housing and
considerable momentum, as
institutional building, the
expected. With offices leading the
construction markets that are most
way, total commercial building
sensitive to credit conditions,
(including apartments) is headed for slipped from "safe" to "shaky" in
a setback of 15 to 20 percent,
the second quarter. As interest
following last year's 9-percent
rates on mortgages and municipal
decline. Regional differentials in
bonds advanced sharply during
1987 continue to point up the
April and May, contracting for both
geographical diversity of the
types of buildings fell
commercial-building market.
approximately 5 percent from their
Contracting for offices, apartments,
strong first-quarter rates. And,
shopping cent€rs, and hotels faces a because commercial building and
public-works construction are
decline of up to 25 percent in the
South, but in the Northeast and the virtually locked into their current
paths for the short run, these newly
North Central regions, the
reduction will be more like
vulnerable parts of the construction
10 percent. The rest is vulnerable to sector will govern the outcome of
a drop of 15 tn 20 percent this
1987's second half.
year---<lose to the national average.
Getting a fix on house building
Public-works construction
and institutional construction
(highways, bridges, and mass
requires some bold assumptions
transit; water resources and wasteabout the behavior of interest rates
water treatment facilities) now
over the next several quarters. Is
looks stronger by almost a billion
there a plausible explanation for
dollars in value than it did only a
tightening credit (as the Federal
few months ago. The increase
Reserve Bankdid in April), when
belongs in transportation
the economy is burdened with
construction, bringing the revised
excess capacity and the need to
198? estimate tn $U.9 billionreduce the federal deficit imposes
virtually even with last year's value the drag of fiscal restraint? There
rather than slightly below it as
aren't many reasons that would
justify the risk of tipping an already
previously forecast.
The reason for the current
sluggish economy over the brink of
upgrade: The 198? highway bill,
recesslon.
which was still in legislative limbo
A threat of severe inflation might
at the time of the first update in this be grounds for a round of monetary
year's series, came through with
restraint, and there was a period in
more than had been anticioated. As
the spring when cost indexes moved
federal funds were released durine
up alarmingly. Supporting the sale
Architectural Record September
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Constraction-economy update continued
Second Update
July'1987

1987 Regional Estimates
Dodge Construction Potentials
NOTth.
east
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200
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Nonhousekeeping Residenlia 2.593 2.325 - 10

One Famr y Houses
lvlultrlam ly Housing

$32.649 $31

Total

$45.323 $41,250

Nonbuilding Construction
Transportalion
Environmental
Utilities

$ 9442 $

Total

$15,116 $15,475
$90,621 $83,650
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Total Construction
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9.400
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1986
1987
Aclual For&ast

Nonresidential Buildings

+7
+5
*8
Perenl
Change
1987/86

1 ,800
7.300

Nonhousekeeplng

Besidentra

Total

.- 10
3

$20,630 $19,100
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$22,388 $22,900

+

Residential Buildings
One F=amr y Houses
Multlfamlly Hous ng

9.847 8.075

2.315 2.000 -

2
18
14

$34.550 $32.975

Nonbuilding Construction

potential (mainly single-family
houses) should be recovered in 1988
as rates retreat again. In the
meantime. however, both
nonresidential and residential

building-for different reasonswill be shrinking in each of the
remaining quarters of 198?, leaving
only public-works construction as a

16
2

Residential Buildings

contract

deteriorating commercial-buildin g
market that was occurring all
through 1986 and early 1987, but
this support is now fading.
as expected, the surge of
interest rates proves to be shortlived, some of ihis year's lost

3.400

1987
1986
Actual Forsast

$30,182

West

Th6 timing of the second
ouarter's boost of interest rates
was unfortunate because it caught
the construction industry leaning
the wrong way-more dependent
than usual on its credit-sensitive
markets. Housing and institutional
building had been providing a

If,

Nonbuilding Construction

South

A preview of 1988 indicates
the possibility of new stability
through a match-up of
strengths and weaknesses
Although this year's outlook for
construction contracting has
deteriorated due to an untimely
surge of interest rates, prosPects
for 1988 are more promising.
Assuming that rates subside to a
level that is more appropriate to the
economy's fragile condition, the
demographic potentials of the
construction sector should be better
served next year. However, there's
no avoiding the inevitability of yet
another down year for offices,
apartments, and other commercial
building as the vacancy problem

valuable counterpoint to the

6,375 + 15
5 378
5.000 - 7
1,204 1 100
I

$14

One Famriy Houses
Mu triamrly Hous ng
NonhousekeeDino

regions, offer the best prospects for
198?: down only 2 percent, and uP 3
percent, respectivelY.

1986 neak.

Per@nt
Change
1987i86

0,375
6,600

$1

building binge of the early- to-mid1980s that affected the other

When interest rates go uP,
construction activity comes down.
It's one of the axioms of the
business, and 198? is no excePtion.
It is now forecast that, as the
average mortgage rate approaches
11 percent during the summer of
19ii?. ootential demand for at least
50,0d0 dwelling units that would
have otherwise been built will be
deferred, reducing total housing
starts this year to 1,650,00G-a
decline of 10 percent from the

$14,326 $14,400

Total

ordolars) lnsttutona

Ps@nt
Change

Transportation
Environmental
Utilities

$ 4,946 $ 5,050 +

Total

$ 8,739 $

Total Conslruetion

$63,919 $60,750

2,897 2,850
775
896

5
2
2
14

8,675

-5

This suggests that 1988 could be

what 1986 was for the construction
sector and what 1987 should have
been-a match-up of strength in
housing and institutional building
with weakness in commercial
building that leads to overall
stability.
Prepared by the Economics Department
M c G raw- H i I I Inform ati on Sy stems
Compang, George A. Christie
Vice President and Chief Economist.

source of stability.
Back-to-back declines of total

Copgright @ 1987 McGraw-Hill, Inc., urith

construction-contract value in the

all riohts

reserued.

third and fourth quarters will
reduce the full year's total to
$236.1 billion. Compared with earlier
forecasts of 198? contracting, which
were based on more favorable
credit assumptions, this last look at
1987 shows that the risk of decline
has been heightened in the past few
months from a negligible 2 percent,
concentrated mostly in commercial
building, to a more significant
4 percent affecting most types of
building. Adjustment for a modest
3- percent inflation in construction
coits this year means that in "real"
terms, 7 percent less new
construction will be started in 1987
than in 1986.
The regional variations on this
theme of cyclical decline haven't
changed much. The South (or more
precisely, the Southwest) continues
to be the area under greatest
strain-the result of past
overdevelopment and current
economic dlstress. Nearly threequarters of the expected $10-billion
national decline of construction
contracting in 198? will occur in the
South. The West, as usual, is
behaving much like the national
case, a lpercent
decline. The Northeast and the

average-in this

North Central regions, which were
least caught up in the commercialArchitectural Record Sentember
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sophisticated sbftwarej' Ttrere was
a general agreement that software
Architectural Record September
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Doingwhatwedo best.
PPG believes that the best way we can help you is to do what we do best.
Concentrating on manufacturing and fhbricating th'e best commercial glass and glass
products avarlable anwvhere.
Our history hds always reflected that belief. We've been the premier glass
manufacturer for more than i00 ye-ars. And have been fabricating Cor".ercial-produas
"
since 1946, the year we intuoduc-ed our hrst TWNDOW urit.
Since then,.we've continued to relpord to your needs with energy-saving
glaz\\g systems, high-per{orrnance coatedglasses-and other proprietary productS. All
resulting from the most extensive research and testing progrlms in theindustry.
Tbday, we're as devoted to that heritage as we ve dver been. And plan to
continue to succeed by helping you surceed.
In short, by doing what we do

.

best.
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Arquifuctonica goes high-t€ch

A striking addition to the landscape
surrounding Dulles International
Airport in Fairfax County, Va., the
new Center for Innovative
Technology is one of a growing
number of office and research
facilities that individual states are
helping underwrite in order to
attract high-technology business
(see REcoRD,

July 198?, pages 96-99

for another example in Michigan).
Designed by Arquitectonica

International working in joint
venture with Ward/Hall Architects,
the Virginia complex will feature as
its primary elements a flaring
seven-story tower elad in uneven
vertical strips of reflective green,
gold, and black glass; a long, threestory structure, sheathed in silver,
blue, and black glass, that will
house a consortium of computersoftware companies; and a'
landscaped parking podium clad in a
black egg-crate grid.

New Ins Angeles museum will be a somber
archive of memory

While plans for the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum in
\{ashington, D. C., continue to
evolve (Rncono, July 1987, page 55),
and as New York City debates the
formation of a similar institution, a

museum documenting man's
intolerance and the rise of antiSemitism is cunently under
construction on Pico Boulevard in
Los Angeles. The ?8,00Gsquare-foot
Museum of Tolerance is being built
by the Simon Wiesenthal Center, a
nonprofit group whose founder has
devoted much of his life to tracking
down Nazi war criminals and
bringing them to justice. Designed
by Maxwell Starkman Associates,
the museum will exhibit two
distinctive public faces: the
building's street facade (top) will be
clad in light beige granite, accented
by narrow bands of dark beige
granite and vertical strips of green
glass block; the museum's rear
! 38 on inquiry ca?d

elevation, by contrast, will consist
of a curving, 5Gfoot-high glass
curtain wall overlooking a formal
memorial garden (left). lnside the
sevenlevel structure. permanent
exhibition halls, seminir rooms, a
research library, and an auditorium
will be organized around a fullheight, glass-domed atrium that will
feature a spiral ramp connecting
the main floor with two maior
exhibition floors above.
Architectural

Record, September

1987
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Design news continued

News briefs

Economics and the environment do battle
in Massachusetts

The Beverly Wilshire Hotel, the
1926 Italian Renaissance Revival
landmark in Beverly Hills, will
undergo a $40-million renovation
and restoration. Project architects
are Gruen Associates.
News from Pennsylvania's two

largest cities involves major

performing-arts centers. In
Pittsburgh, the ornate 1928 Stanley
Theater has undergone a $42-million
renovation and will reopen this
month as the BenedumOenter, a
2,800-seat facility housing four local
opera and dance companies.

Architects for the restoration were
Maclachlan, Cornelius and Filoni.
Across the state, the Philadelphia

0rchestra has selected Ventuii,
Rauch & Scott Brown to design a
new 2,800-seat concert hall, planned
for a site on Broad Street one block
south of the Academy of Music, the
orchestra's current home.
Schematic drawings of the new hall
are expected early next year.

Although the Berkshire Hills of
western Massachusetts have lons
been known for their sylvan
charms, several old mill
communities in the area have not

Michael Hopkins and Partners has
triumphed over James Stirling
Michael Wilford and Associates,
Richard Rogers and Partners, and
several other prominent British
firms in winning a limited
competition to redevelop a site near
;
+
' ,.in London
^.
St. Paul's Cathedral
now
occupied by the headquarters of the

Financial

shared in the region's general
prosperity. The town of Adams, for
example, has been totally bypassed

by gentrification, and its red-brick
factories sit forlornly along the
Hoosic River. In order to stimulate
economic revitalization, the
Massachusetts Leeislature in 1985
authorized the Department of
Environmental Management to
come up with a master plan for
1,040 acres in Adams situated on
the eastern flank of Mount
Greylock, the state's highest peak.
In addition to specifying open-space
zones, the DEM invited developers
to submit proposals for a yearround resort-style community
organized around golf, skiing, and
water activities. At recent

Times.

Artemide, the manufacturer of the
classic Tizio lamp, recently won a
legal decision in the U. S. District
Court in New York that will orotect
the lamp from cheaper knock--offs.
The Italian company was awarded a
preliminary injunction against
Grandlite Design and

Manufacturing, a Taiwanese firm
that had been producing and
marketing small copies of Tizio,
which was designed by Richard
Sapper in 1972 and is in the
permanent collection of the
Museum of Modern Art.
Spillis Candela & Partners has
been selected over 75 competing

A new jail for
central Boston

architectural firms to design a
350,000-square-foot corporate

headquarters for the American
Automobile Association. The new

building will house 900 employees
on a 39-acre site in Seminole

County, Fla., near Orlando. The

AAA is moving to Florida from its
current home in Falls Church, Va.
Herbert Beckhardt Frank Richlan
& Associates will design a new
rectory, chapel, gymnasium, and
parish hall for the St. Francis de
Sales Church in Muskegon, Mich.
The landmark concreteihurch.
noted for its hyperbolic paraboloid
sidewalls, was-desiened bv Marcel
Breuer and Beckhaldt in igOz.
News briefs continued on page 61

After over

10 years of debate, the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
has selected The Stubbins
Associates to desisn a 453-bed
addition to the lSFyear-old Suffolk
County Jail in Boston. Stubbins's
brick- and granite-clad proposal
consists of a central administrative
block flanked by two housing wings
that wrap around outdoor exercise
yards. Voinovich Monacelli is
associated architect.

ceremonies in Adams, Governor
Michael Dukakis announced the

winner of the competition-a team
consisting of the Heritage
Development Group, architects
Shepley Bulfinch Richardson &
Abbott, and landscape architects
The SWA Group-and he unveiled
early designs for a g260-million
complex dubbed Heritage Greylock.
The premiated proposal comprises
1,275 condominium units, a
conference center, a 180-room hotel,
and substantial retail facilities-all
housed in buildings that SBRA
principal H. Jan Heespelink claims
will "consistently and evocatively
use the architectural vocabularv of
New England." The question in
some observers' minds, however, is
whether any project this large, no
matter how sympathetically
designed, can reconcile Adams's
economic goals with the public's

envronmental concerns.

,r*
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ations continued

The new American downtown:
Tlson's Corner as a case study

Bg Eobert L.

Miller

Eight a.m, Downtown,

Just when the central business districts of many American cities
haue begun to resurface after years ofdecline, a new economic
threat-large-scale, quasi-urbq,n commercial and residential
deuelopments clustered around freeway interchanges from Boston
to San Diego-looms on the suburban horizon. In his analysis of
one such center-Tyson's Corner, Virginia-Robert Miller
conclud.es that, aside from questions of esthetics, these new auto'
oriented "downtou)ns" represent an insidious trend toward the
priuatization of Anr.erica's public realm.
the proposed new Reston Town
Center, it was never to be an axially
planned city of plazas and
boulevards, but would always to
have the violent, unfinished look of

U. S. A.

Office workers grab a cup of coffee

and hit the paaement, their
footsteps blending with the sounds
of newshawkers, traffic cops,
buses, and tauis in the sgmphony
ofthe city. In hazg cangons of
stone and steel, captairc of
industry and shoeshine bogs alike
man their statiorts while reporters
roam, seanxy back streets
of the day's big scoop.

a

latterday Colorado mining

boomtown, littered with metallic
BMWs instead of silverore tailings.
By conventional urbandesign
standards, things have turned out
better at the larger scale. Well-

in search

boundaries-highways,
existing single-family subdivisions,
defi ned

Give or take a few parking lots and

and the Courthouse Spring Branch

festival marketplaces, this 1940s

valley-were reinforced by

B-movie scene could still be
downtown Baltimore, Cleveland,
Milwaukee, or Cincinnati. What it
could not be is Tyson's Corner, an
unincorporated part of Fairfax
County, Virginia, about eight miles
west of Washington, D. C. Twenty
years ago Tyson's Corner was, as
its name implies, an intersection of
two state highways, with a grocery
store and a couple of filling
stations. By 1989, according to one
realtor's projections, it will have
about 20 million square feet of
office soace-more than the
downtowns of Baltimore, Cleveland,
Milwaukee, or Cincinnati. It will
also have seven large department
stores, 2.5 million square feet of
retail space in two shopping centers,
12 full-size hotels, and major
buildings by Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill and Burgee/Johnson, as
well as many well-known local
architects. It will probably also
continue to lack parks, sidewalks,
underground utilities, and public
transportation. Meanwhile, though
it contains only about one-quarter
of the office space in Washington
proper, Tyson's Corner is already
the largest "downtown" in Virginia.

planning and zoning guidelines. The
197? Tyson's Area Study, based in
part on a design charette by local
architects, set broad design criteria
later incorporated in the county's
comprehensive plan. There followed
in 1984 a building-height study,
suggesting that rigid restrictions be

\son's is part of a phenomenon
that Christopher B. Leinberger and
Charles l,ockwood, writing in a
recent issue of Atlanti,c on "How
Business is Reshaping America,"
call "urban villages." Seen as a
fundamental restructuring of city
and suburb (to which suburban
sprawl was a mere prelude), urban
villages are focal points-minidowntowns with maxi-gridlock in a
new kind of low-density cityscape.
The business that dictates this
reshaping is office work, the muchheralded service and information
economy. Leinberger and Lockwood
find that people whose parents
moved to the country to avoid living
near the factory now like living
near the office; they prefer
commuting by car and shipping by
truck, and they see advanced
telecommunications as a way to
escape the city core and save on
office rent. Still, they remain
Robert L. Miller, the head of a

communicotions consultingf rm in
Washingto4 D. C., and, New York City, is
also an architect and freelance wnrcr

Tgson's Corlter, Virginia, aiewedfrom the air.
attached to certain downtown
amenities like restaurants. hotels.
and shopping. Combine these with

parking and close-in, lowdensity
housing, and voild: Tyson's Corner.
There are problems, of course,
with the term "urban village": these
are surely not the "urban villagers"
Herbert Gans had in mind, and
there is nothing less urbane or
villagelike than the Route 7/
Beltway interchange at 5:30 p.m.
But the phenomenon exists, and
examples from Newport Beach and
Century City in California and
Schaumburg near Chicago, to

Perimeter Center outside Atlanta
and the Princeton, N. J., corridor
confirm that Tyson's is not alone.
Even in northern Virginia,
Tyson's Corner has serious rivals.
Office centers of 5 million square
feet and up are sprouting within 20
miles of \son's in such equally
unheard-of places as Westfield,
Merrifield, and Herndon. The
established new town of Reston and
old towns like Fairfax and Vienna
are also participants in the boom,
which, contrary to the logic of
Northeast Corridor development,
has not concentrated on filling the
gaps between Baltimore and
Richmond, but instead has
wandered out past the capital's
most affiuent northwest suburbs
toward Dulles Airport and the rural
reaches of Interstite 66. Legendary
traffic snarls, slow-growth politics,
and "scarcity" of land (based on a
maximum floor area ratio of 1.65)
are invoked as caps on $son's
future growth, driving new projects
out to these greener pastures.
Still, if only because of its
unsurpassed location, Tyson's
seems likely to remain more than
flrst among equals, and even to
challenge Washington itself, as the

region's preeminent business and
retail center. Its site, presciently
chosen for Fairfax County's
courthouse in the 18th century but
soon abandoned because of its
remoteness, includes the county's

highest point. Development was
assured when the new Dulles
Airport access road and the Capital
Beltway met here in the 1960s near
the crossroads of Routes 7 and,123.
A regional shopping mall and a strip
of automobile dealershins soon
followed-as did Washiirgton's 1968
riots-and there began a slow but
accelerating exodus of office
tenants from the city to Tyson's.
At first Tyson's Corner was a
raw encampment of corporate backof-house operations, "beltway
bandit" consultants, low-budget
trade associations, and the like. The
less affiuent found rudimentary
office space in the Route 7 lowland
next to Tlson's Toyota and Leather
Living; for more substantial
tenants, office parks with winding
streets were plotted on the heights
east and west of the Beltway.
Architecture tended toward the
strip-window precast boxes of
Washington's K Street, except that
at lower Virginia rents the boxes
had to be even cheaper. Site

planning was on the model of a
suburban single-family house, with
each box placed in the middle of a
lot overlooking a broad "front
lawn" of surface parking. A second
wave of tenants-law and
accounting firms, high-tech and
other corlorate headquarters
among them-brought a demand
for somewhat higher standards in
planning and building design,
including mixed-use development,
indoor parking, and the occasional
jogging trail. But at small scale the
tone of Tyson's had been set: unlike

replaced with area-by-area
approvals that would let some tall
buildings mark "gateways" and
define a central focal point. Alreadv
the result is a distinctive stadtbild,
with edges that taper from midrise
office blocks, to low condominiums,
to single-family houses.
Meanwhile, as competition among
office develooers heated and
architecturai fees inched upward,
some provocative building design
emerged. Rarely did it happen on

the "officepark" heights, where
visibility was assured and a
corporate look emulated. At lower
elevations, however, an advantage
of the suburban offce buildingthe ability to provide maximum
windowed perimeter with an
inegular footprint---combined with
a desire for attention-getting image
to produce buildings whose entire
snapes were swoopung curves,
hexagons, octagons, and other
forms recognizable from a fastmoving car. A second approach to
visual impact was the application of
some big, iconic shape to the still
preferred strip-window box. These
two basic strategies, roughly
following Robert Venturi's and
Denise Scott Brown's categories of
"duck" and "decorated shed,"
continue to define \son's most
interesting buildings.
For impact alone, the boss duck
remains WKR's design for the
National Automobile Dealers'
Association, imperially sited
halfway up Tyson's one big hill;
angled, it commands a view of much
of its membershin. It is the sort of
obsessive, Modernist diagram that
Postmodernism rails against-a
featureless black-glass box with
three white, silolike stair towers
pulled out in front. Seen from a
distance, its verticality appears

against the backdrop of the equally
featureless Rotonda Apartments,
by Holle & Graf, up on the ridge. It
is ominous enough to deserve its
name, the NADA Building.
Architectural Recotd September
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ITSELF

St. lgnatius College Preparatory School
Chicago, lllinois

The St. lgnatius College Preparatory
School has a proud heritage almost as
long as that of Chicago itself. That is
why Weather Shield's HR 175 (Historic
Replacement) wood windows were

selected when this extensive
renovation proiect began.

Atl Wedther Ptutection - Alwys!

HR 175 wood windows are available in custom sizes

with exterior casing available to match existing
window profiles. You can count on Weather Shield

for quality wood windows that provide toda/s
technology and energy efficiency as well as
yesterday's aesthetic appeal.

When your next project involves historic

renovation, think Weather Shield HR 175 wood
windows... QUALITY THAT BEARS REPEATINGI

Weather Shield Mfg., lnc.
Medford, WI 54451 .715/748-2100

"Better fdeas In Wood Windows!"
Circle 49 on inquiry card

Obseruations continued

scale and perceived level of taste

Across the highway, the recently

for Tysonis Corner: three 500,000-

completed office building at 8521
Leesburg Pike, by Stinson Capelli,
may be Tyson's preeminent
decorated shed. Its ordinary siting
on Route ? and ordinary stripwindow box are deadpan setups for
its one big symbolic splash-an on-

center front entrance comprising a
refl ective-glass

half-cylinder

supported by two colossal stainlesssteel columns with finned capitals in
the stvle of a Van de Graf
generbtor. The imagery continues
inside. with comoressed versions of
the same columns reflected in black
marble floors. It is accomplished
glitz, and high-tech tenants must
feel at home.
James T. Lewis, the Gerald Hines
of Tvson's Corner. is a selfdescribed "architecture nut" whose
projects often transcend the
catesories of duck and shed. His
nrst tycon omce Dullolngs were
designed in the early '70s by Janson
Associates in the manner of I. M.
Pei. Lewis then went to Arthur
Cotton Moore for the design of his
own house and began to see the
nossibilities of that architect's
metaboiist shaoes and cartoon
inventions as applied to a
speculative office building. Tycon
III, Moore's lirst design for Lewis,
is. like NADA. a black box used as a
background for strong imagery
facing the highway. The originally
proposed main icon was a narrow
Edwardian commercial facade
salvaged from downtown
Baltimore, to be recreated for use
as a white, freestanding column
"supporting" two top floors pulled
out in a deep S-curve overhang. As
built. the architectural fragment
was replaced by an all-new column,
resembling the T-bone of some
enormous alien steak, surrounded
by various architectural garnishes
in red. black, and natural oak.
There followed Lewis's most
original achievement. Tycon
Courthouse (on the supposed site of
the l8th-century original) is a

sprawling 500,000-square-foot offi ce
complex, again almost all black
except for a white, nine-story
concrete moongate spanning the
mouth of the building's bowl-shaped
entrance courtyard and outdoor
caf6. (Both the project and its young
Tvson's-based architects. Zinser and
Dunn, had origins in Moore's
office.) This giant doughnut's quasilandmark status upstages the

building's skill in dealing with
structured parking: concealed by
the building's long wings, it has its
own, "first-class" drop-of entry
into the double-height main lobby.
Ever restless, Lewis has gone on
to hire the architects he considers
the best in the country. John
Burgee and Philip Johnson's design
for JTL Tycon Towers, although
generic to them, is an escalation in

Robert L. .l[illc r photos

square-foot towers in a crescent
reminiscent of their work in Dallas,
complete with scale-disrupting
neoclassical window groupings and
bulls'eyes familiar since AT&T.
With their unerring eye for parody,
the architects have selected a flat,
orange "Virginia" brick with the
look of a cut-out model kit of
Monticello, using it to make
enormous open arches atop 175foot-high freestanding brick
columns, said to be the world's
tallest. At present, one completed
Tycon Tower dominates Tyson's
lowlands, recalling 1906 photos of
the gutted Fairmont Hotel looming
above the ruins of San Francisco.
Nearby, the new Tyson's
International Plaza consists of two
stubby office towers by Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill, each containing
250,000 square feet. They have a
complex and expensivelooking
polished gray granite-and-glass

curtain wall and, with their
pyr4midal tops, appear to be
blowups of Latrobe's famous
tombstones for the Congressional
Cemetery. Handsome as they are,
there is something about these
buildings seen from the neighboring
K-Mart parking lot that suggests a
tuxedoed gentleman about to get
beaten up in a redneck bar. By
comparison, SOM's nearby Mclean
Hilton and office building plays
coolly and knowingly with the idea
of the ubiquitous strip window.
As national firms move in,
reflecting both Tyson's prosperity
and the increased complexity of its
projects, local flrms are also getting
the chance to go beyond formula
buildings. Ward/Hall Architects'
gateway building to the Westwood
office enclave mixes the indooroutdoor American Caf6 with shops
and offices in a sophisticated strip
center (it's set at right angles to the
highway) done up in stylish grids,
glass brick, and pipe railings. Up
near the incongruous green water
tank and red-and-white microwave
tower that crown the skyline,
another restaurant, Clyde's, is the
sort of Frenchy's Saloon that every
real boomtown needs: the eleEant
hip-roofed building by John
Richards Andrews is filled with
original artwork in the neoEdwardian bordello mode, including
fine ironwork by Albert Paley.
The issues that seem most urgent
at Tyson's, however, have little to
do with arts and crafts or even with
building design. As one columnist
summarized it: "Tyson's CornerThe Movie. Tyson's II-The Search
for Parking." Everywhere, one is
reminded that Tyson's founding
fathers were car dealers. As for
someone to design relationships,
there is the Fairfax Countv
Continu,ed, on page 83
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A /hen the old single-ply membrane roof kept leaking
V V and the National Hockey League New York

lslanders threatened to train anywhere else, Long
lsland's Cantiague Park lce Rink stopped patchingand got a watertight solution. Overly's custom-designed
metal batten roofing system.
The Overly system did the job-because the
interlocking metal panels seal tight-and compensate
for extremes in temperature. At Cantiague, the roof
shut out the elements. Completely.
So for virtually any roofing design-domes,
barrels, and pitched, new or retrofit-specify Overly
metal batten roofing systems. They're customengineered in aluminum, copper, and stainless steel,
and come with a 30-year warranty. They'll carry the load
despite in rain or snow, because Overly roofing systems
provide free expansion in all horizontal and vertical
joints without use of caulking or sealants of any kind.
Call or write for our latest roofing catalog,
monograph, and guide specification. They'll tell you the
rest of the Overly story.

eltsrlv

(East)
(Wesi)
P.O. Box
P.O. Box 947
Greensburg, PA 15601 Fallbrook, CA 920i

70
(412) 834-7300

(61e) 723-116

TWX 510-468-0539 FAX (619) 728-751'.
FAX (412) 834-8221
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Obseruations continued
planning staff, which when pressed
will admit that it has taken a
somewhat more casual approach to
planning a major city center than its
opposite number in, say,
Milwaukee. For example, now that
over 60,000 persons a day come to
work here, the county is putting out
a request-for-proposal for a "nonmotorized transportation study" to
consider, mainly, whether Tyson's
should have usable sidewalks.
In fairness, this low voltage
should also be attributed to both
state and county politics, and to a
more deep-seated attitude that all
but a few Tysonians have about
themselves. Politically, highway
and other nublic funds must be
spread around Virgina, even though
thev are mostly ne;ded right here.
Socially, Fairfax County r"esidents
have been happy to profit from
develooment but have had no real
interesi in city-building. The huge
county's park system, its cultural
centers like the Wolf Trap Farm
arts comnlex. and even most of its
public buildings are determinedly
rural in character. Unlike the proud
boosters of past generations, these

bus passengers endure a one-totwo-hour ride twice a day [to and

have lower-income residents, and
some of them live near Tyson's, but
living and working in this
downtown is not a choice everyone
shares. Leinberger and Lockwood
are here describing an "urban

from black neighborhoods]."
Tvson's private alternative is
particularly striking given its
location a few miles from
Washington, D. C., which is both
America's most ambitious
experiment with public urbanism
and the home of mostly black,
mostly nonaffluent people with a
large stake in public support for
public services. Tyson's can be
viewed as pernicious because of the
economic development it and its
sister urban villages theoretically
drain from Washington-money
that might otherwise flow into
rebuilding 14th Street and other
avenues that L'Enfant laid out to be
centers of commerce, and which
remain underdeveloped 200 years
later because they are in black
neighborhoods. But the real danger

village" outside Atlanta, but they
could be on Route 7 in front of
Bloomingdale's:

"[At 5:00 p.m.] executives and
professionals get into their
Cadillacs and BMWs for the
relatively easy drive home or a visit
to one of the nearby 'formula'
restaurants for a drink. At the same
time, many black employees are
walking through the parking lotsPerimeter Center has few
sidewalks--on their way to the bus
stops, which are little more than a
pole with a bus sign on top, planted
on a flat, grassy spot that usually
turns into mud when it rains. With
one or maybe two transfers, many

is its nower as a model, both for
newei suburbs and for changing
cities. Tyson's Corner has set up an
alternative development ethic, less
purelv racist than escapist, that
preaches leaving urban ills behind
and starting over on a new

frontier-a persistent theme, of

course, in American history. As on
the frontier, troubles will be dealt
with by a few people banding
together, minorities and the poor

not among them.
Do we have to go through this
again? Has our society painfullY
learned tolerance, acceptance of
diversity, and all the other difficult
lessons of urbanity only to chuck it
all to go off and play fort? The
scariness of Tyson's Corner is not
that its architecture and planning
are all that bad, but that \son's
itself is disinclined to get better, and
yet seems likely to influence what
manv urban centers will become.

pioneers-including developers and
architects-are backing into the
future as reluctant urbanites. In
this sense the unfinished sidewalks,
the telephone poles, and the streets
that abruptly drop from six to two
lanes are no aberration, but Pure,

ornery denial.
To fill this gap in the public will
comes an organized private sector.
Across the country coalitions of
local government, developers, and
employers have formed
transporation-management
associations 0MAs) to combat
traffic problems, creating a

ootential "new echelon of
lovernment," in Leinberger and
lnckwood's opinion. The Tyson's
TMA is called TYTRAN. Its early
ventures, a local bus route using

Iondon double-deckers and a vanpooling service, folded for lack of
interest. (A shuttle bus to the
Metrorail station a mile away,
however, seems to be succeeding.
Other projects include a child-care
center, seen as a strategy for
reducing total car trips.) Hence
TYTRAN's current direction, which
is road-building. TYTRAN is
erecting a remarkable number of
very public roads-a new Route 7
overpass leading to JTL Tycon
Towers is one example-with over
$25 million in private money to date.
These improvements are being
conceived, not by the county, not
even by TYTRAN (it has no staff),
but by the architects and engineers
who happen to be working for the
developer-members of the TYTRAN
board at any given time. It is no
exaggeration to say that Tyson's is
being planned on a pick-up basis.
In fact, TYTRAN's road-building
may produce quite satisfactory
results-a hierarchy of through and
service roads crossed by winding
feeders, a kind of Olmsted park
without the trees. Nor is the
messiness of Tyson's Corner really
a permanent worry (in fact, it is
more enjoyable than many
planners' rigid visions). What is
worrisome is the place's relentless
privatization, its explicit denial of
the public life, and the people this
leaves out. Fairfax Countrv does

Tamms, the masonry

color specialists.

We're here to help you resolve decisions on
materials and coatings, application techniques
and special color matches. Together, we can
make it easy for you to enhance almost all of
your masonry projects with color.
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. . . a wide-variety of pre-colored, coatings
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A new season for schools
After a general hiatus, schools are again being built updated, and added
to aeross the continent. Though cerfainly a less sensational upturn than
the school construction frenzy of the baby boom following World War II,
this revived building impetus seems to be spurred by a varieff of causes.
Population shifts and changing neighborhoods are possibly the biggest
factors-many existing schools are becoming white elephants in areas
where they are not needed, while other locales are confronted with a big
shorbage of facilities. General deterioration and lack of proper
maintenance of structures built too quickly during that earlier onmsh is
another noticeable cause-and some see mini.boom effects of the
"grandchildren of Baby Boom I."
It gives a slightly unsettling sense of d?jd, uu ta find schools
resurfacing now as a significant item on the boards of architects we visit
and in the economists' building forecasts. In earlier days at RECORD, we
ran as many as four Building Tlpes Studies on schools each year-so
much was happening, not only in the enonnous quantity of structures, but
in the new thinking and experimentation that was taking plaee, both
educationally and architecturally. Team-teaching, instantaneous
divisibility of teaching spaces, carpets, sometimes improbable
combinations of caf6gym-atoriums, systems building with ready-made
parts-for whatever their long-range value may be, these items only
scratch the surfaee of the many ideas that were realized.
By and large, the new wave of schools appears to represent a
retrenchment from educational experimentation<utside of trying to
teach the computer to teach. Most have standard (nondivisible) SGpupil
classrooms, and separate, finite spaces for gyms, auditoriums, band
rooms, cafeterias, and libraries (though the latter are still sometimes
called learning resources centers). Strict cost controls and speed of
construction, still, too often, seem to be bigger concerns than what you
achieve with the monies spent. A lot of fresh thinking and design aplomb
is around, though. This study presents four schools that have a spirited
appropriateness for their locales-and for their budgets.
Herbert L. Smith, Jr.
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Beyond their fondness

for

the

general design of the school

cornpler- os well as for all that airconditioning-the citizens of the
area are especially proud ofthe two
big gymnasiums, tt'hich are nicely
designed and rery Tell equipped
(oryosite center). Each ggm has a
direct outside entrance for
spectators. Grouped with the ggms
are locker rooms and spaces for
ROTC and th,e performing arts-

The main entrance to the high school
and to the administration ofices
(right) has a sun-screened portico
(aboue),

franking one of the gyms,

that proaides shelter for th.ose
await'ing transport. The
ad ministration and c lassroom

fat-roofed sttttctures
rnacular ado be
buildings. CoLored tile trim and
blocks are lou,

sug g estite of

tte

sun baffles gi1)e a papull,r, folk-art
qualitg to the basicallg simple

buildings.
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band, chonts, and a small teaching
theater. The kitchen and the
rccational shops are ranged along
the east side of the school, where they
haae eosg accessfrom afianking city
street. The entire compler is located
toward the eastern end of the !2-acre
site, leau'ing ample roomfor athletic
and drillfields, future erparnion,
and separate parking areas
adjoining the entrances ofeach ofthe
two schools. Nearby, there are also

indiuiduaL entrances for the tu:o
groups ofspecial education rooms.
Atfirst glance, the blocklike
arrangement of the classrooms of
both schools seems to be a somewhat
strange and. cumbersome one (see
plan, preceding page). A good
percentage ofthe rooms in this
arrangement are interior ones, and
the lateraL corridors gbe little
interconnection. Houeuer, this nas
done

deliberately-and with

consid,erable architectural thoug ht.
The clossrooms haue a pleasant, aery
controlled environment, with good
artfficial lighting-but (for most) no
yiews or uisual relief. The plnnforces
the pupils to go into the outdoor
ltlaza areas between closses. These
oourts are surrounded by cottered
walkways, and. become the

circulation arteriesfor all parts of

school4ncluding the shared
cafeteria and resource center.
each

Indiuidual lockers and gathering
spaces are also located

in

the courts,

including the "Toro Ring"
ampitheater in the high school court
(top right). Such outdoors
circulation is apparently quite
acceptable in the d.ry, hot clirnate of
Lared.o-where shade from the sun is
the rnost uital protection needed,.
Smalkr, walled-in courts also adjoin
the cafeteria and resource centerfor
alfresco dining or study.

Leo Gonzales Ci4amoa High School
and Joaquin Gonzaks Ciganoa
Middle School

I'aredo, Tesas
Ownen
Laredo Ind.epend,ent School District
Architects:
JONE S KE L L, Architects (formedy
Churnney Jones & KelllJ. Carlos
Jones, principal-in+harge; John H.
Kell, Jr., project designer; Bonald L.
Biediger, project architecN Jerry M.
Sparks, Daninl Wigodskg, Judith H.
Urnttia, proj ect designers
Engineers:
W E. Simpson

(structural); Silber &

/

Asso ciate s (me c hanic al e lec trica I
p lumbing) ; Varinb le Ac oru tics
C o rpor atio n (aco us tics)

General

/

contncton

Rogers Constraction, Inc.
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The Country Day
Secondary School

Simplicity and light for the exurbs

Township of King,
Ontario, Canada
George Robb, Architect

This cheerful, rather sophisticated, little independent Country Day
School strives to make the most of its setting: great banks of awning
windows open onto a rolling countryside devoted to the raising of prize
cattle and thoroughbred horses, and sprinkled with fairly affuent
country houses. It is located near King City, an exurb of Toronto, and
many of the residents commute daily to the metropolis.
This secondary school is being built in two phases, and forms an
extension to an existing junior program housed in facilities nearby on
the property. The initial phase, shown here, provides a core of
specialized facilities-science labs, library, computer lab, art and music
studio-and four classrooms for twenty students each. These center on
a high-ceilinged, multipurpose "Meeting Place" for assembly,
socializing, and eating. A few steps lead to the library, where sliding
doors open to create a stagelike area. Daylight and sunshine fill all
areas of the school-even classrooms have bilateral lighting, with
clerestories along the corridors. Special fixtures give both direct and
indirect artificial lighting. The second phase of the master plan, now
under construction, adds a large gym and banks of additional
classrooms around a courtyard. Everything throughout is gray and
white, sparked with bright banners. H. L. S.
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The school has a rather domestxc
scale that hugs the country terrain
(aboue) and stretches along a gentle
ridge well backfrom the highway. It
is of timberframe construction on a
concrete foundation. The erterior is
surfaced with roug h-sawn, ouerscale
b o ar d-and- bat ten siding, p ai n te d

\

20

gray with white trim. It is roofed
with mottled grag shingles. Inside,
the roofstructure is erposed and
painted white, as can be seen in the
central Meeting Place (opposite
bottom). Mostfloors are carpeted,
and the interior walls combine birch
plgwood and painted wallboard.
Heating is bg electric boseboard,
units supplemented by oaerhead

The Country Dag Secondary School

Township ofKing,
Ontario, Canada
Owner:
The Country Day School

Foundation
Architect:
George Robb-Peter Stewart,
associate architect; Donald Scott,

assistant architect
Engineers:
O. T Baggio & Associates Ltd.
(s tnt c tura l) ; B oy le - La
Engineering Ltd.

(me

c

k en

hanic a I / e le c tric a l)

General contractor:
E. M. J. Inuestments Ltd.

fansfor redistribution. All in all, the
t. Arts
4.

Classroom

7.

Library

Ofi.ce
Science

8.

Ggmnasium

Computer
Meeting place

o.

9.
10.

Workroom

Courtyard

schoolfulfills its design objectiae to
create "a stimulating friendly
enuironment responsiae to a country

setting-a place that

is sensitiue
to the seasons ofthe gear and the
time of day."
Record, September

1987
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along each corridor. To somewhat
shorten the length of the arcades,
classrooms are ananged in small
clusters at the wider points.
Entrances to the classrooms (below)
are sound-bufered against noises
and commotions in the corridors.
S h o ps for uocat i on al trai ning are
housed in a prefabricated metal

structure to reduce costs for the
larger, practical spaces required,
and placed (for noise control) across

court at right angles to the
high school wing. Special parking
a coaered

adjoins the shopsfor the supply und
maintenance of header equipment.
The central commons building,
which serues both schools (and
euentually the future middle school),
continues the same interior style
andf.nishes as the other buildings
to preserue the strong sense of design
consistency-as can be seen in the
lunch room/cafeteria (below rig ht).

The Wray School

Engineers:

Wrag, Colorado
Ownen
East Yuma Countg

Richard Weingarot Consultants, Inc.
(ciuiU; KKBNA Inc. (structural);
B e ling C ottsu ltants, I nc.

School

District RI-2

Architects:

Anderson Mason Dale-John D.
Anderson, programming; Ronald L.
Mason, design; Thomos A. Gilmore,
projectmanager; Donald A. Grody,
project architect; Douglas R.
Porterfield, R. Michael Schomo,
Timothy G. TafoEa, Carl M.
Detwgler, project team

(me c hanic a I / e le c tric a I)
Consultants:
Dadd L. Adams Associates
(acoustical); Cini-Little Associates
(food seruice)
General contracton
H as e lo en C onstructio n, Inc.
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A cluster of one-room schoolhouses

Jim Dow photos, ncept B noted

The "little red schoolhouse" as a metaphor was taken quite literally in
the unusual plan and design of this elementary (K{) school for a
suburb of Edmonton, Alberta. The new S0Gpupil school, in efiect,
clusters 12 schoolhouses with extremely interesting results.
From program briefing on, the architects clung to the following
concept as a design catalyst: "The one-room, red schoolhouse evolved as
one of the first traditional icons in the harsh climate of the Canadian
prairie . . . . These structures created their own sense of place-with
steep pitched roofs, vestibules under little bell towers, masonry or
clapboard exteriors, and double-hung sash windows. The overall image
of the school, while quintessentially simple, was at once welcoming, and
uniquely identifiable." The problem became one of making a functional,
contemporary translation of the one-room icon.
Inherent of eourse, in the above concept is a retura to the philosophy
that the classroom should be the center of the learning process. Thus
planning for the new school started with making something special
a little playful---of that homeroom. This developed into a basic
-and 1,000
space of
square feet, wellfitted with built-in counters and movable
furniture, and incorporating an angled, stagelike "cosy corner" area for
small-group instruction. Each of these little areas is topped by a

A
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Julia Kiniski School
Edmonton, Alberta
Barry Johns Architect Ltd.,

Architect

pyramidal skylight that, from the articulated exterior, suggests a small
belltower-to give each room its own "sense of place in the
neighborhood." There are 12 of these units, grouped into "houses" of
four units each, and flanking a central, open, multilevel learning
resources center. As the resources area is recessed below grade level,
the classrooms around it become windowed lofts projecting above. Eaeh
house has its own entrance and mud room, as well as access from the
resources center and the main foyer.
Across the foyer is a wing housing administration areas, plus a
gymnasium, a multipurpose room, and a music room. The music room is
planned to double as a stage for the gym, and permit its use as an
auditorium. A sliding metal screen is used to close off the learning
resources center and the classrooms from the foyer, permitting the use
of the rest of the building for community events after school hours. For
very special events all can be opened up to form a grand all6e from the
resources center through the gym.
Continuing the little red schoolhouse allusions, the exterior of the
building is clad in red brick, with a horizontal pinstriping of split-face
concrete brick; windows are double-hung and painted pink. A realbell
tower signals the main entrance. H. L. S.
Architectural Record September 1987
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The central leartting resources
center (below) also serues as a sort of
theoter in the round, and has nide
exparxes of stairs and ramps
(dubbed "stramps" in the school)
that serte as sitting areas and
provide circulation to the
classrooms. Though an intental
space, the big room is amply and
dramatically sky lig hted (opposite
right). "Cosy cortters" are also
prouided here beneath the windowed

-^1. Foger

2. Multipurpose room
3. Music room
/1.

Ggmnasium

5. Learning resources
6. Sharedlearning
7. Mud room

8. Classrooms
9. Kindergarten
10. Staf room
11. Stafworkroom
12. Administration
13. Securitg screen

Storage
15. Computer

1/1.
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classroom lofts (opposite, top left).
One of the lofts serues as a little
playhouse with afireman's pole to
the lower leael. As another plaEful
touch, the entrance foger (opposite,
b o t to m left)
fe atur es a fun
grandfather clock, with colored neon
lights and a kinetic neon pendulum;
an inaerted number 7 on the clock
face indentifies the school district
other numbers "haaefallen to

-the
thefioor,

like little building blocks,"

Julia Kiniski School

Engineers:
Read Jones

Kiniski Gardens
Owners:
B o ard of Trus tee s, E dmonto

/

School District No.
Architect:
Barry Johns Architect
Jo

Christffirsen Ltd.

(struct u ra I ); Vi n t o Eng i neeri n g
Ltd.(mec h an iea I ): AME E n gi n ee ri ng

Edmonton, Alberta
n

Ltd. klectrical)
Consultants:
Hanscomb (costs);

Ltd.-Barry

hrx, partner-in-charge ; Mars hal I

Opyr, Enuin Rauscher, AnnJalbert,
Allan Partridge, Mitch Vance,

E ar t hs c ape (landsc ape)
General contractor:

C&I Consultant and Manaoement
Sertices Ltd.

project team
::a:t:

,:.1:..
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Minds over matter

Besides demonstrating new uita,lity in well-tried
laboratory design concepts-the "humanistic "
meeting place and the interstitial sertsice zone
neuro bio lo gical rese arc h facility eas es the
grou)ing pa'ins of a regi,onal medical center,

-a

Pill Hill is a popular nickname for the campus of Oregon Health
Sciences University, in the wooded heights just to the south of
downtown Portland. Dr. Leonard Laster, the president of O.H.S.U.,
prefers to call the lofty enclave "a citadel of healing." The contrast in
nomenclature reflects a duality basic to the institution itself. Even
though O.H.S.U.'s administrators and faculty aspire to national
eminence as a research and teaching center, most of their 26-building
physical plant embodies the dreary, lowest-common-denominator
architectural pragmatism of state-run academic and medical facilities.
"This campus began in 1917 with a noble image of an acropolis,"
Dr. Laster explains. "It was to have Grecian-style structures within a
beautiful landscape, visible from the city as a beacon to health. It grew,
however, in epileptiform fashion, with mixed styles and painful
attention to the need for parking. Gradually, the sense of identity was
lost." Ambitious efforts are now underway to revive the original ideals,
at least in spirit, while organizing future growth through a master plan
whose most notable architectural achievement to date is the
$15.Smi11ion Vollum Institute for Advanced Biomedical Research,
designed by Portland's Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership. Funded by
a combination of public and private support, the Institute was conceived
both as a necessary catalyst for university-wide development and as a
prerequisite for attracting new staff in the vanguard of scientific
discovery. At the same time, it was imperative to assure incumbent
University faculty that the new structure would not be an ivory towerfortress hermetically sealed against would-be intruders.
Responsibility for coordinating these goals in a single program fell
largely upon the architect, who was obliged to begin work before the
University could determine the Institute's specific focus of biomedical
research or recruit appropriate personnel. The only given, besides the
budget, was an assignable area of roughly 67,000 square feet, of which
41,000 had to be laboratories and lab-related spaces. To the client's
puzzlement, Z.G.F. principal Robert Frasca started out by selecting
what was seemingly the least desirable of four available sites-a
leftover strip of land 90 feet wide and 130 feet deep, bounded by a
parking lot, existing Basic Science and Research buildings, and a
precipitous 4Fdegree drop. Tight space and the difficulty of future
expansion notwithstanding, Frasca insisted that a tricky infill job was
worth the trouble. Literally and symbolically, he argued, this location
would link the Institute to resources already in place-laboratories,
libraries, the university cafeteria, as well as the teachers and students
who frequent them. Simultaneous conversion of the parking lot into a
sorely needed pedestrian plaza would fuse an architectural hodgepodge into the semblance of a coherent quadrangle. Besides meeting
the internal desiderata of campus planning and politics, this strategy
offered a measure of the external prominence Dr. Laster and his
colleagues sought, since the north, or downhill, aspect of the Institute,
away from the new courtyard, could be treated as a grand emblematic
facade in full view of central Portland. That the location also commands
a vista beyond the city skyline to Mt. Hood was a splendid bonus.
The primary determinant of the scheme was Z.G.F.'s own research
into the inward life of biomedical exploration. Robert Frasca began
with the germ of an idea suggested by a television show about the
extraordinary number of Nobel laureates in the research laboratories
of Cambridge University. The architect was struck by how many
observers attributed this success to stimulating talk among scientists in
different fields of work "at this little cafeteria where they get together
every day for tea." The informal English precedent in turn reminded
Frasca of the deliberate provisions for social and intellectual
intercourse at the heart of Louis Kahn's original Salk Institute project.
Kahn liked to relate how "Salk told me that he wanted to have a
laboratory to which he could invite Picasso . . . . I came up with the idea
that what he wanted was a place of the measurable, which is a
laboratory, and a place of the unmeasurable, which would be the
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meeting place. Biology is not just scientific or a simple task of finding
that which is measurable. There is an unmeasurable quality, even in
matters scientific." Thinking along similar lines, Frasca devised a
binary parti for the Vollum Institute, rather like a doublelobed brain.
The analogy is especially apt in light of the building,s ultimate
dedication to molecular neurobiology (the study of brain functions at
the level of genes and proteins), even though the basic layout is flexible
enough to suit many other scientific endeavors. Such adaptability is in
any case vital to the Vollum's present charge, since no area of

Inside the Vollum Institute,
researchers studE the relation
basic

of

brainfunctions to disorders

such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer's
disease, and drug addiction. Outside,
lig ht-co lored facad.es
ag

low (biomedic a I

perpetuallg

rese arc

h

continues around the clock) make
Vollum the "beacon to health"
Uniuersity president Leonard Laster
soug ht. The terra-co tta-clad south
front (opposite) is f.anked by the

School of Medicine's Basic Science
Building, to the lefi, and a general
researchfacility, to the right.
Mackenzie Hall (not shoun) on the
opposite side ofthe new plaza, houses
the School ofNursing. The Instituteb
bric k-faced north facade (page 1 02
and top photo aboue) towers aboae

central Portland.
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biomedical research is as dependent as neuroscience on a continuous
interdisciplinary exchange of data and insights.
In essence, Frasca envisioned a tall building split vertically, or two
narrow buildings back-to-back: laboratories would be stacked on the
north side and meeting places on the south, with circulation forming
connective tissue between them and, in turn, joining the entire Institute
to the greater university. To supply concrete inducement for
researchers to leave the "introverted" pursuits of lab and office from
time to time for more "gregarious" encounters with colleagues in other
parts of the building, the architects amplified the program-without
expanding the set square-footage or budget-to include an auditorium,
cafeteria, library, and conference rooms (which, as a welcoming gesture
toward the university, face the plaza). Detailed interior planning was
postponed, however, until Z.G.F.'s project team could visit research
facilities at the Salk Institute, Brandeis, Cal. Tech., M.I.T., Scripps, and
U.C.L.A. This comparative study addressed quantifiable issues, such as
optimum lab-module dimensions, equipment storage, and bench
locations, as well as more subjective problems, such as agreeable wall
colors, surface finishes, daylight levels, and outdoor views. Frasca
resolved that "humanistic" sensitivity to the latter concerns should
prevail even in the most strictly utilitarian areas. Dr. Eckard Weber,
acting director of the Institute, points to six- by six-foot windows and
glazed balconies overlooking evergreens and mountains as palpable
assets in a laboratory-and boons to recruitment-just as he also
commends the relative ease with which open work spaces can be
reconfigured to suit varying research requirements. Although about
half of the total projected 200-person staff has yet to be hired,
installations already run a complex gamut from wet labs for isolating
fragments of DNA to insulated quiet rooms where electrophysiologists
measure ion flow in and out of cells. With labs and offices at the
perimeter of a service/support core, scissor stairs at either end of the
building, and 18-foot floor-to-floor heights incorporating a six-foot
overhead mechanical zone on each level, researchers can readily
subdivide their space and move apparatus without logistical crises or
code violations. And because interstitial volumes are defined by laid-in
ceilings without cumbersome trusses or exposed ductwork, future
rerouting of the hvac, plumbing, or electrical systems they enclose need
not clutter a neat environment.
The architectural ambience shifts unmistakably as one moves from
labs to the meeting rooms and other common areas a half-story away,
which Frasca has dubbed "Oxbridge" in tribute to English prototypes.
Here mullioned bay windows, fine woodwork, upholstered furniture,
and elegant sconces and chandeliers are meant to evoke a comfortable
Old-World civility. Short flights of domestic-scale staircases ease the
transition between the staggered floor levels of the Institute's two
habitats, and placement of washrooms, vending machines, and other
basic amenities on mezzanines along the way further encourages
casual discussion among scientists whose paths might rarely cross in
the normal course of work. Cafeterialevel passageways also provide
direct access to flanking buildings. For more ceremonial entrances and
exits, a lobby adorned with paintings by Oregon artist Carl Morris (a
regional alternative to Salk's Picasso) furnishes some of the grandeur
O.H.S.U. desired. Save for the rather hectic Postmodernism of
courtyard trelliswork, designed by landscape architects Peter Walker
and Martha Schwartz, the Institute's public face is a tactful exercise in
quiet good taste, circa 198?. The multifarious program is expressed in
discreetly contrasting facades: shades of Collegiate Gothic and
Classicism on the Oxbridge frontispiece, and a hint of Moderne
appended to the laboratories, whose ziggurat-crowned tower is already
a Portland landmark. Z.G.F.'s materials-terra-cotta to the south and
brick elsewhere-reflect local antecedents, although the present
architects have keyed their buff-to-pink palette appreciably brighter
than the campus's prevailing sallow tones. It is too soon to gauge the
long-term effects on Pill Hill of a dose of Oxbridge, but Dr. Laster's
hopeful prognosis already foresees a Nobel Prize. Douglas Brenner

.

Segregation of l8-foot-high lab
stories, which cost approrimately
$190 per square foot to build, enabled
Z.G.F. to stack lower-ceiknged,
common roon6 on the south, at $80
pe r square foo t. S tag g ered fl o o
leaels and shortflights ofstairs
none the less fo s ter communication
throug hout the Institute. Open-plan
labs on a lG by 29-foot module allow
for flenible layouts. Principal

occupying as much as an entire
haae priaate ofices. Other
researchers share open ffices
nearby, and gather ca,suallg in stairland.ing beloed.eres irwide the north
tower. Lab "sensant" spaces (to use

floor,

r

inuestigators, who direct proj ects

Louis Kahn's terminology) are

articulatedin plan and section,

if

not erpressed. as esthetic
components. Owing to demandsfor
positiue air flow, freq uent air
changes, and l0Gpercent erhaust,

uentilatinnis the most exterwiae
mechanical system in the uertical
core and horizontal interstices. Air
is draum in at grade and, released
through roofiop sta,cks. A stepped
northern parapet conceals euhaust
fans and a heat exchanger, part ofa
heat-recoaery network designed to
lower energy costs. South-fodng
cornnl,on rooms are not aircond.itioned althoug h d.eep ter-racottaframes on operable uindows

act as sun sha.des. Tena-cotta walls,
alternating matte and glossy
surfaces, reflect daylight into the
plaza---a welcorne gLow in the

Northwest climate. Besides acting as
forms for reinforced concrete during
construction, the extruded cerarnic
tiles compose afrontispince that

harks back to Portland's many early
00th-century terra-cotta lnndmarks.
Square terra-cotta bosses adortt
brickoeneer on other facad,es.
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During design deoelopment,
rectangular niches were added to the

granite-tiled lobbg /gallery ftop and

center left) to receiae a series ofnine
entitled " Interse cting
Light," donated to O.H.S.U. by the
artist, Carl Morris, of Portland. The

p ainting s

res

ulting ensemble embodies

E's--t nd the Institute'sattempt atfttsing science and art, or
what Kahn tertned the "measurable"
and "unmeasurable" elements of
research. Relating this installation
to the neurobiologists who pass
through daily, Dr. Laster has
obset"ued, "To achieae their goak,
they uill need. not only the
ing enui ty, deao tion, and.
etperimental facilitg of the scientist,
Z. G.

but also the unbound,ed imagination
and. . . creatinity ofthe artist. . . .
The scientists will recognize in

Morris a companion spirit engaged.
in a search parallel to their own."
Morris himself commented, in an
interuiew in Northwest Magazine,
"Most artists think, well, if they
could only d,o a chapel-because
that's the only place in our society
where artis done collectiuely. .. .
think this is a mantelous chapel that
fits our time much better than anE
particular chapel representing any
particular religion orfaith. This is

I

faith ofman here." The prosaic

realitg of life among thefume hoods
and autoclaues on thefar side ofthe

sweeping lobby staircase is also
sufused by the beauty of scenic dews

ond by daylight. Epory-resin
counter tops, seamless vinyl floors,
andwashable lay-in ceilings are
strictlg utilitarian. At present, first-

fioor labs (the protince of molecular
p harmaco log'ists

studying brain cell

membranes and receptors) and work
spaces on the top two stories (where
molecular cloning techniques are in
use) require "wet" facilities, supplied
with plentiful water, gas, and

uentilation, along uith
accommodation for centrifuges and
other apparatus. In second-floor
lab s, w here e lectrop hy sio lo gists

ituert miniature electrodes into thin
slices of brain tissue to measure
electrical conductance, iraulated
roolns must be capable ofshielding
specimensfrom eaen

uibration.

The

o,

micron

of

Institute urges

scientists to compare notes, both at
organized conferences and at
informal meetings in common
rooms such as the cafeterin
(o pposite ).

Vending mac hine s

immediately outside sene the same

purposefor
contingent.
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a sizable

nocturnal

Robert Frascab id.ea ofcollegial
"Onbrid,ge" spa,ces began with a
cafeteria and erpanded to include
small conference rooms (opposite), a
directorb suite and boardroom (top),
a reference library ftottom), and. a
Thseat auditorium (center left),
which Leonard Loster hails as
"perfect for announcing Nobel
prizes. " Warm finishes usually
associated with residential and club
dbcor deliberately contrast with the
relatiue austerity ofthe labs.
Oriental rugs are laid on parquet

f.oors of beech, cherry, and, walnut,
AnigrA and cherry paneling glows in
the sofi illumination of table lamps
and sconces, and in

sunlightfiltered

through huaers. Chand.eliers gently
highl'ight the contours ofcoaed
ceilings. Besid.es enriching euerydag
life for lrat:itutc researchers, these
spaces uill also be aoailnblefor
appropriate use by the Unioersity,
which till now has lncked publin

interiors worthg of its stand.ing in
the medical world.

Vo I lum I n s titute fo r Adaanc e d
Biomed:i.cal Research
Oregon Health Sciences Unh;ertitg

Portland, Oregon
Owrren

State of Oregon, acting by and
through the State Board of Higher

Education
Archit€ct

Zimmer Gunsul Frasca
Partnership-Robert J. Frasca,
designprincipal; Larry S. Bntton,
Broolcs Gunsul, Jack Comwall,
Ernest L. Grigsbg, Willinm
Hutchinsott" John S. Walling,
project team
Engineers:

KPFF Consulting Engineers
(s

tructural);

B ouillon C hristoferson

& Schairer (rnec hani.cal/e
CHZM

kctrical);

HiU(ciltil)

Consultants:
Walls Associatus Aaboratnry);
C erami Associ.ates (acoustics); Ofr.ce
of Peter Walker/ M artha Schutartz
Aandscape)

Earl

General contncton
Todd.
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Underneath a garden

The new addition to the Smithsonian possesses many of the qualities its
former secretary, S. Dillon Ripley, and its architects, Shepley Bulfinch
Richardson and Abbott, hoped and dreamed it would have. It is an
architectural success story, up to a point. TVo major museums have
been hidden underneath a garden, in response to demands by
environmentally concerned community groups that the 4.2-aqe
quadrangle behind the Smithsonian should remain predominantly open
space. Ripley and the institution concurred, challenging the architects
to invent a 368,000-square-foot underground environment as attractive
below stairs as the interiors of buildings constructed in light and air.
Opening this month with 96 per cent of its space subterranean, the
Museum and Research Complex announces its presence by means of
three beautifully proportioned and executed pavilions arranged in a
garden donated by Enid A. Haupt and framed by three registered
landmarks. To the north is the original Smithsonian Building (the
"Castle") designed by James Renwick (1849), on the east is the Arts and
Industries Building (1881) designed by Cluss and Schulze, and on the
west is the Freer Gallery of Art (1923) designed by Charles A. Platt.
The quadrangular site is framed on the opposite side of Independence
Avenue to the south by the Forrestal Building (1970).
Each of the three new pavilions serves as a foyer and monumental
stairhall for a segment of the three-story complex below. The domed
bay (opposite) belongs to the National Museum of African Art's
pavilion, the vestibule from which the visitor descends to the African
collection. From a pyramidally roofed pavilion, directly opposite, an
octagonal stair leads to the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery of Near Eastern
and Asian Art. A small circular kiosk, visible in the drawing (left),
encloses a third stair which connects to a skylit mall and auditorium,
also visible in the drawing.
Experiencing the lovely garden and pavilions is to expect the
exhibition galleries to be of the same quality. In design, model form,
working drawings, and other bid documents, they were. Unfortunately,
with the retirement of Ripley, a new team of curators came to disagree
with the Shepley Bulfinch team about such basic matters as the
introduction of daylight into the galleries and, indeed, the
configurations of the galleries themselves. SBRA's design partner for
the Smithsonian's addition, Jean hul Carlhian, fought to maintain
properly filtered skylights (similar to those in the section) only to be
defeated by Smithsonian experts who decreed that daylight, no matter
how filtered, has no place near art. All but a few skylights were sealed.
Worse, the building's principal exhibition space, designed to be used
in common by both museums or separately with a movable partition in
place, has been permanently halved by the construction of a fixed
partition. Originally conceived as a two-story-high room, one half of it
now has an extra floor. A band of interior windows overlooking the
space has also been blocked up on both sides of the now'permanent
wall. Equally disappointing is the fact that almost all of the
architectonic elements that were to shape the interior, including axial
sequences of carefully proportioned rooms, were altered by the
curators. The original ceiling systems, for example, in which exposed
beams artfully baffied the lighting fixtures, are now screened by gyp
board. The curators, by concealing or underplaying the architectural
envelope, have made sure that visitors will have nothing to directly look
at or indirectly perceive but the exhibits themselves. Few outstanding
museums or galleries could be thus described. Perhaps because it isn't
a gallery, and therefore lacked a strong curatorial hand, the architects
had more success with the underground mall of the complex (pages 120121 and section

at left). Here, skylights illuminate a monumental space'

At the time of this writing, the galleries were not photographed. The
plans and sections that follow delineate the complex as originally
designed and approved. Perhaps the Smithsonian will one day go back
to the interiors that Dillon Ripley and his architects once envisioned.
SBRA and particularly Carlhian can always hope. Mildred F. Schmertz
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All

is not well with the architecture of the
Smiths onian I nstitution's C enter for African,
Near Eastern and Asian culture. The
Trlonumental pauilions and the garden that
surrounds them are distinguished designs, but
the architects lost control of the underground
erhibition galleries, and i,t shows.

New Museum and
Research Complex
for the Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D. C.
Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and

Abbott, Architects
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patilions appear
nonumental, but are much smaLLer
The garden

than theg look. The harmong
inherent in each and the stylistic
commonaLitg they share is formed
upon a set ofproportional
reLationshipts based on the golden
mean and inf uenced by the classical
system ofthe |7th-century French
mathematician and engineer,
NicoLas-F ranqois Blondel. The basic
proportions are deriuedfrom the

J0-fool structural gnd. The cornice
lines of both are 2/1 feet aboue grade
to accommodate the desired

hemispherical shape for the domes of
the A"frican parilion. These cornices
also more or less align with

entablatures and other bandings of
the adjoining landmark sttactures,
incLuding the Smithsonian Castle
(perspectiue this page), the Arts and
Indus tries Bui Lding ( opposite p ag e,
bottom photd. and tlle Neoclassical
.

Albrrt Lontdruuinq
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l,

Freer Gallery of Art on the opposite
Relatiaely low
(aaeraging 37feet high at their

sid.e of the garden.

aperes), they screen the lower leoels
ofthe Forrestal Building across the
street os aiewedfrom urithin the
garden The pattilions represent an
efort to reconcile the Victorian
styks of the Castle and, the Arts and
Industrips Building with the
Neoclassicism ofthe Freer. The
pauilion (oppotite page) crowns and.

forms the entrance to the three

underground stories of the National
Museum of African Art, white the
pauilion below does the sanxefor the
the Arthur M. Sonkler Gallery of
Near Eastern and AsianArt
Designfor the foreground gard.en
of the African museum has Muslint.
precedents, while that of the
Sackler hos Chinese connotations,
includ,ing a moon gate.
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The Enid A. Haupt Garden (photo
and site plan below) consists of!.2
acres of ground that reach a depth of
threefeet aboae the roofofthe threestory und.erground museurn and
gallery andfull depth near the
Castle. The garden wos put in plnce
os a mature landscape made possible
by Haupt's grant of $9-million,
whichwent a long way toward the
purchose offully groum specimen

linden (the largest tree shoum in the
site plan) was carefully protected
from the shock ofinhabiting a

plants and large trees. A lWyear-old

bctrders

coratruction site, and now shad,es a
popular seating area. A Victorian
embroidery parteme design

bosed,

on

similar planting for
P hilade lp hia's I I 7 6 C entennial
Expositionforms the rnain asis. A
complete array of antique cast-iron
a

g

arden

furniture, um6, and wic ket
from the same period lns

been

gatheredfrom the

Smithsonian's collection and, set of
fu reproduc tions of 1 I t h-century
Washington lampposts. The Islamic
and Asian gardens are on opposite
sides of the parteme. The kiosk at
the northwest conter (opposite below)
serues aa the public entrance to the

third basement leuel which, since it
functions as an educati.on and'
conference center when the rest ofthe
museum is closed, requires separate

Carlhian credits Bramante's
Tempietto of St. Peter os well as a
sketch by Humphry Repton as
sourcesfor this kiosk. Shoum in the
access.

photo below is a tgpical bay ofthe
Sackler uing. Like its counterparts

inthe Africanmuseum across the
it is framed in concrete

garden,

with solid. concrete masonry unitblock

inf.ll

granite.

set

The

of

by panels

of

standing seam roofs

are copper.
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Each of the tu,o parilions houses
o nonumentaL staircase

interconnecting th.e three floors of
the underground museum. The steps
follou,a diagonal pattern in the
OrientaL portiott of the compler
(photo belctu', plan opposite bottom
leJt, section opposite middle) and a

circular pattern u:ithin the Afican
(section opposite top, and plan
opposite bottom right). These
staircases harc been designed to
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ce le

brate the

p ro cession downwa

rd,

not an easy architectural problem.
Said architect Carlhian: "We sau
this as a basic and unltrecedented
challenge. Downu'ard is a direction
traditionaLLg identified u:ith tisits to
bargain basements. Ceremonial
introductions to hallowed
destinations are t radition ally
upward-achieted through the aweinspiritry thrust of a splendid indoor
statrcose or a ttast outdoor flight of

In Carlhian's hands the
downstairs walk is celebrated in
nobly proportioned get
geometrically compler skylit sha/ts
sheathed in limestone. The si*-bag
steps."

pauilion interiors haae been
des'igned to be emptg and

grand-

uncluttered nartheres with cofered
ceilings, granite-paued floors, and

large north windows ofering
untinted riews of the garden and the
Castle. A layer oftinted glass is

prodded at the south utindout ofeach
pauilion in ord.er to minimize the
impact of the ugly Fonestal
Building across Ind,ependence
Auenue. Light shining through the
tinted glass enhances the nighttime

illumination of the pauilions os seen
from the aaenue. As the sections
indicate, the building has been
constructed to carry the heaug load
of t hree fe e t of earth for a
tree-planted garden
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The underground mall (photos below
and opposite) is paraLLel to the south
facade of the Castle and ertends
from the Freer to the Arts and
Indus tries B ui lding. Muralis t
Richard Haasfeatured garden and
u rcliitecttt t'ul t'le nt'nts iri iis trompeI'oeil painting to euoke recollections
and conrrcctions uith the garden
aboae. A line ofskglights, each
lGfeet square, bring naturaL light

to the concourse.
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New Mu,seum and Research Compler
the Smithsonian Institution

for

Washington, D.
Architects:

ShepleE
Ab bo

C.

Bulfinch Richardson and

tt-Ric hard Potter, principal-

in-charge: Jeon Paul Carlhian,
principal; Robert T. Holloran,

design

project architect; Albert Huang,
RonaLd Finiw, Lautrence Man, Ralph
Jac kson, designers; Fred Montague,

arc hitectura l/mec hanical co-

ordinator
Engineers:

Ewell W Finleg P C. (structural);

Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and
Abbott (garden design and
ar c hi te c tur a I fe a tur es) ; L e s te r
C o llins (landscape architec t) ;

lture

Mueser Rutledge, Johwton &

James B uck ler (H orticu

DiSimone (g eo tec hnical) ;
S hoos hanian E ngineering

Direc tor, Smithsonian Institution);
Jules Fischer & Paul Marantz Inc.
(museum lbhting)
General contracton

Associates, Inc.
(me c hani.ca

/

I e le c

tric a I)

Consultsnts:
Sasaki and, Associates, Inc.
(landscape arc hitects of record,) ;

Blake Construction Co.

1.

Erhibition

2. Visitor sentice
3. Euhibitionsupport
i. Collectionsupport
5, Freerconnection
6. General support
/. Education
8. Research
9. Administration
10. Collection storage
11. Ed,ucation center auditorium
12. Mechanical
13. Education center
1/1.

Membership

15,

International center
Vi.sit o r info rmatio n

1

6.

17.
1

Mall

8. Smithsonian Traaeling
Exhibition &rui.ce
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Ove Arup & Partnens:
The engineer as designer

Most architects envision engineers as unimaginative, bespectacled
eggheads, armed with calculators, ballpoint pens, and mechanical
pencils stuffed into plastic pocket protectors. Consulting with one is
frequently regarded as a dreaded but necessary occasion, underbaken
in the hope that the requisite structural columns and hvac ducts won't
interfere with the design. Ove Arup & Partners is a firm of engineers
that refreshingly counters the stereotype. Headquartered in a series of
low-rise buildings and townhouses scattered around l,ondon's Fitzroy
Square, the 5l-year-old company has built a reputation for being
"architect's engineers" through close collaboration with designers
in the early stages oftheir projects. Its engineers are renowned for
forging synergistic relationships with Britain's leading architects, most
notably Norman Foster, Richard Rogers, and Michael Hopkins, whose
structural exhibitionism most visibly relies on the custom craft of
engineering. Arup and Partners' strength, however, does not stem
from a doctrinaire view of technology or a narrowly focused specialty
("high-tech" architects account for only a fraction of its clients). Rather,
it is based on a creative application of engineering principles without
compromising an architect's vision, no matter how unbuildable it might
initially appear. This willingness to support the concept of a design in
addition to fulfilling technical requirements is reflected in such diverse
projects as James Stirling Michael Wilford and Associates'Neue
Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart (photo 3 opposite), Rem Koolhaas's almost
winning competition scheme for The Hague's new city hall, Venturi,
Rauch & Scott Brown's recently unveiled extension to the National
Gallery in l,ondon, andZaha Hadid's design for a dining table.
The firm's longstanding affiliation with the most adventurous of this
century's architects began with its founder, Ove Arup. Born in England
of Danish parents, he pioneered developments in reinforced-concrete
slab construction during the 1930s and '40s, translating the Tecton
Group's International Style designs into dynamically poised forms,
including the spiral-ramped Penguin Pool in London's Regent's Fark
bo (2). Arup's interest in integrating design and construction led him to
open an engineering and contracting company with his cousin in 1938,
which, eight years later, resulted in the establishment of his own
consulting practice. Today, at age 92, Arup still maintains an office in
the partnership that bears his name, a multinational organization that
has grown to encompass separate companies devoted to engineering,
architecture, computer systems, acoustics, economics, research and
development, and management. "He's our resident philosopher,"
explains director Robert Emmerson of the nonagenarian's role in Ove
Arup & Partners, the building engineering division of the Ove Arup
Partnership, which currently totals 3,029 employees in 56 offices
situated in 24 countries, including an American subsidiary with offices
in San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Despite its international scope, the firm has managed to maintain the
progressive spirit of its founder and to avoid a cumbersome, impersonal
bureaucracy by creating design teams of engineers who focus on a
particular project, rather than on an exclusive discipline. Several of the
teams are multidisciplinary, each composed of structural, mechanical,
electrical, civil, and public-health engineers. Though autonomous, the
groups share extensive research facilities and the expertise of
specialists in areas ranging from cost estimating and building appraisal
to geotechnics, fire safety, transportation, and lightweight structures.
This practice mirrors the project-by-project approach of architectural
offices, including in-house critiques and lectures by outside consultants.
It also promotes interaction between the various engineers involved
with a single project and integration of structure and services within a
building as it is designed. "We don't separate the mechanical engineer,
who tends to be the 'tail-end Charlie' on a project, from the structural
engineer, who usually takes precedence," explains Richard Haryott, a
structural engineer who directs one of Arup's multidisciplinary groups
and serves with 15 other team leaders on the firm's board of directors.
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in engineering

has always depended on
ingenuity and inaention, it is a creatiue thing
which cannot be arriued at by statistical methods
or anA rational techniques. " Ove Arup

"Progress

"With both types of engineers working together on a project at the
same time, there is a feeling of belonging to the building, as opposed to

doing just your isolated bit." The collaborative teamwork, however, is
tempered with a peculiarly British regard for individual eccentricity.
"It's the people that matter here and we recognize that different people
like to work in different ways," reports JackZunz, the engineer
responsible for Foster Associates' HongKong Bank (5) and co-chairman
of the Ove Arup Partnership. "Each group takes on the flavor of the
engineers involved." Though his claim may sound like managerial hype,
colleagues outside the firm echo the sentiment. Robert Silman, a New
York City-based engineer who worked in Arup's London headquarters
in the mid-1960s and has since been involved in joint ventures such as
Richard Rogers's PA Technology facility in Princeton, N. J. (4), cites his
former employer as the model for his own office. "It's one of the
largest engineering firms in the world, but I never got the feeling that I
was a number. They pushed you to perform-not for production, but
for ideas."
Arup & Partners' emphasis on concept over technique continues to
produce well-versed generalists who view building engineering as an

interpretive art rather than a number-crunching science. "The feeling
that there is a correct solution to a technical question is very common
[among architects]," points out director Peter Rice, who directs a
multidisciplinary group and supervises the firm's lightweightstructures unit. "But a technical solution, like any decision, is a moment
in time. It is not definitive. What is often missing is the evidence of
human intervention, the black-box syndrome. So by looking at new
materials, or at old materials in a new way, we change the rules." It is
this resourcefulness that led Rice to adapt an obscure structural
member invented by a l9th-century Bavarian engineer, Heinrich
Gerber. into the bonelike. cast-steel "Gerberettes" of the Centre
Georges Pompidou (6); to utilize ductile iron and ferro-cement for the
skeletal trusswork and leaflike lamellae of the Menil Collection
(following pages); and currently to reflect upon the possibility of
designing a building with a glass curbain wall that billows in the wind.
Epitomizing Arup's inventive spirit, Rice has become one of the firm's
curent stars. Since joining the firm in 1958, he has contributed to the
most technically ambitious structures associated with the practice,
beginning with the design of the Sydney Opera House (1) in which he
played a major role while only in his 20s. After a brief stint with Frei
Otto, Rice teamed up with Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers in 1971 on
the Centre Georges Pompidou, which led to a partnership with Piano
from 1977-81. In the meantime, he continued to consult for Arup &
Partners, including the engineering of buildings designed by Rogers
such as his Fleetguard factory and Lloyd's of london headquarbers
(nnconn, November 1986, pages 104-11?). What led the 52-yearold
Irishman to rejoin the organization is the depth and sophistication of its
internationally based resources which permit him and other Arup
engineers to research building methods and materials exhaustively, a
practice no doubt facilitated by a higher fee structure for engineers in
the United Kingdom.
To illustrate Arup & Partners'ingenious attitude toward structure,
services, materials, fabrication, and other aspects of building
engineering, a portfolio of four recent projects follows. These built and,
as yet, unbuilt schemes were chosen to portray the firm's impact on
architecture that derives its imagery from technology. Beyond issues of
style, the projects demonstrate a model of collaborative practice that
depends on engineering as much as on architecture to initiate design
innovation. "The adventure of discovery is one of the key elements to
give value to building," declares Rice, who exemplifies Arup &
Partners' investigative pursuit when he asks, "How can we recapture
some of that simple confidence, some of the form of structural
experiment in a time when we have so much opportunity?"

Deborah K. Dietsch

1,

SydneE Opera House; Jorn Utzon,

Architect: 1957-65
9. Penguin pool, London Zoo; Tecton
Group, Arc hitects ; 1 933
3. Neue Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart;
James

Stirling Michael Wilfurd and

Architects; 1982-83
5. HongKong Bank; Foster
Ass o ciates, Arc hitects; 1 97 9-8 6
6. Centre Georges Pompid.ou, Paris;
Piano
Rogers, Architects; 1971-76

Profile of Ove Arup & hrtners,
consulting engineers

*

Associates, Arc hitect-s ; 1 I 7 7-84

!. PA

Techno logg

focility, Princeton,

N. J.; Richard, Rogers and. Partners,
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The Menil Collection

Renzo Piano's direct involvement

with both the design and craft of
building technology differentiates
him from his high-tech colleagues.
Like Jean Prouv6, he is as
interested in the industrial
production of a building element as
its visual effect, a practice that led
him to becoming a partner with
engineer Peter Rice from 19??-81
following their collaboration on the
Centre Georges Pompidou. Though
the architect and engineer have
since gone their separate waysPiano to his Genoa building
workshop and Rice to his former
employer, Ove Arup & Partnersthey have maintained a close
working relationship. The most
recent example of their ongoing
collaboration is the Menil Collection,
the Houston museum devoted to
artwork assembled by Dominique
and John de Menil.
The simple form of the 106,304square-foot building, essentially a
clapboard-sided box, is
distinguished by an elaborate roof
canopy (right). Its combination of
louvered trusswork and skylights,
which evenly distribute daylight in
the galleries, typifies the
sophisticated structural design,
materials research, and fabrication
techniques that Piano and Rice apply
to a single building element. Their
collaboration on the roof system
began with a study of the light
angles and structural properties of
several geometric confi gurations
through computer modeling and
full-scale mock-ups. The louvers
originally were designed as quarter
circles supported by struts (top),
then flattened and suspended from
triangulated trusses (middle), and
finally developed into sinuously
curved "leaves" (bottom). The
ductile iron of the trusswork, a type
of cast-iron first exnlored bv Rice as
a possible material^for brading
elements at Pompidou, was chosen
for its high resistance to cracking in
tension. Less viscous than cast
steel, it can be molded into refined

sculptural shapes. Since it does not
require heat-treating after it is
poured, the resulting form is more
dimensionally accurate than cast
steel. The ferro-cement of the
leaves, also a maberial Rice and
Piano had experimented with
earlier, was slelected as a

lightweight alternative to precast
concrete and finished through a
sand-casting process to diffuse
spectral light. Since the thermal
movement of ductile iron and ferro
cement are similar, the leaves could
be joined to the framework by
clamps and an epoxy resin.
Remarks Rice of the intensive studv
required of the design, including aprototype built near the site, "This
project took up more of my time
relative to its size than any other
I've ever engineered."
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Architects:
Piano & Fitzgerald
Engineers:

Arury & Partners-Peter Rice,
Alastair Guthrie,
Neil Noble, John Thornton; Hagnes
Oae

Tom Barker,

Whaley Associates (associate

structural); Galewskg & Johrxton,
B eaumont (associate me c hanical) ;

Lockwood" Andreux & Neunnan (ciuil)
General contracton

E. G. Lowry

Stansted Airport

Norman Foster's terminal for
london's third airport in Stansted,
due to be completed in 1990, is a
welcome relief from the sprawling
pods and fingers that characLerize
the average airport. Inspired by
Eero Saarinen's Dulles terminal, it
contains all passenger facilities on
one level within a discreet volume
that conspicuously lacks the
exoskeletal gymnastics
characteristic of earlier high-tech
sheds. According to structural
engineer Martin Manning, who
directed the Arup team, Foster
made a conscious decision to design
Stansted so that its expressive
structure could be seen from the
inside as well as the outside, after
he had visited the steel-masted
Fleetguard factory in Brittany,
designed by his former partner,
Richard Rogers. As a result, the
roof of the terminal, free of
intrusive hvac ducts and mechanical
plants, is supported by a 3&meter
grid of tubular steel column "trees"
that extend outside the glazed
concourse to form exterior canooies
(6). The mechanical services arerelegated to the lower level and fed

N\

through the trunks of the column
trees (axonometric, opposite), which
are hung with lighting and signage
on the upper level (4).
Although deceptively simple, the
form of the structure was
developed over a two-year period,
requiring intensive collaboration
between parallel teams of engineers
and architects. Numerous studies,
including wind-tunnel tests, of the
steel framework, roof, and cladding
systems were conducted to devise a
streamlined system that proved
cost-effective, easily constructed,
and visually elegant. Possible
solutions for the column trees
included an unbraced, all-bending
assembly of continuous trunk and
branch members; a fully braced
assembly of triangular trussed
branches and diagonally braced
trunk; and the end result
(axonometric), an assembly
consisting of four tubular columns
fully braced with prestressed ties
that support branches four meters
above the concourse floor; the
branches are angled outward to
form a roof bay of 18 meters.
Once the design of the column
tree was developed, the project
team evaluated methods of simply
supporting the roof and their
effects on the columns (1,2,3). The
chosen solution is a type of skylit,
domed shell, constructed from steel
latticework and covered in
perforated metal paneling that will
reflect light directed from fixtures
on the columns. Explains Manning
of the final result, "We had to
design the components so that the
trees would not only support the
roof, but also look like they were
supporting the roof."
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An early roofdesign consisting of
trusses sirnply supported at
I8-meter intemals with infill panels

1.

primary

ofsecondary h'usses. Vertical and

horizontal loads are carried
doumward, but prouide only in-plane

stifness to the column tree. Uplift
forces are retisted bg tying doum the

roofwith cables.
An altetnatiue means of simply
supporting the roofwith booms tied
2.

to 9-meter4eep inaerted pyramids,
called tetrapod.s, and struts, a
cornbinatinn that carries aertital
loads down to the column tree, The

roofis prestressed, to resistwind
bg tEtng the bottorn points of
the tetrapods to the tree colurnns,
3. A roof scheme consisting of
2-meter-hig h triangular trasses that
span across and diagonallg through
the column tree. Secondary
horizontal beamsjoin the aper ofthe
trusses to support roofdecking.
4. Mod.el illustrating wags of

uplilt

suspending signage and lighting

from trunle and branches of
columntrees.
5.

Detail of aidde eleuation shouing

final design of latti.ce-shell domed

roof and column tree-supported
canory. The translucent glass
cladding ofthe upper concourse leuel
is separatedfrom the metal paneling
on the lower seruice leuel bg a strip of
clear glazing.
6. Model photo ofroadside approach
to terminal shouring one-story
land.side eleaation uith erposed

structure.
Architrcts:
ter Associates-Nortnan Fos ter,
Spencer De Greg, directors-in+harge
Fos

Engineers:
Oue

Arup & Partners-Martin

Manning, director; Chris Jo/eh,
project d.irector (steelwork); Dauid
Kaye, project director (concrete);
British Airports Serttices Ltd.
(me c hanica I / e I e c tric a I)
General contracton
L aing M anag ern ent C on trac

INDIRECT LIGHTING AND
MECHANICAL SERVICES
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CONCRETE
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Marylebone Cricket
Club Mound Stand

Cricket is a sport as revered in the
United Kingdom as baseball in the
United States, and lord's, the
historic ground where the
Marylebone Cricket Club stages its
matches, is the English equivalent
of Wrigley Field. So when Michael
Hopkins & Fartners won a
competition in early 1985 to design a
new mound stand for the MCC, it
was a surprise. Hopkins, after all, is
fond of experimental technology,
not traditional architecture. and like
his Schlumberger Cambridge
Research Center (Recono, April
1986, pages 13&147), the scheme for
Iord's included a cable-tensioned
fabric roof. The jury, however,
awarded the commission to the
architect on the basis of his decision
to retain an existing 1899 stadium
on the site. In refurbishine the old
building, Hopkins remained faithful
to his credo of structural honestv.
Its colonnade was extended with
replicas of the original arches, a
task that, ironically, required the
high-tech practitioner to design in
load-bearing brick.
In collaboration with structural
engineers Peter Rice and John
Thornton, the architect devised a
steel superstructure above the
stadium to house two new tiers of
seating and, a mezzanine level of
services. Structurally independent
of the brick terrace, it consists of
six tubular-steel columns
supporting a spine of plate girders.
Cantilevered from the spine are a
seri€s of rib beams, whilch form the
floor of the top level and the ceiling
over the viewing boxes. At the back
of the building (bottom right), the
rib beams are connected by plate
girders that transfer loads to
vertical steel rods placed every
18 metprs between the arches of the
colonnade. From this primarv

structure, steel-rollediectiois
are suspended by hangers and
covered with precast concrete
planks to form the lower tier. 0n
this level, the awning-shaded
viewing boxes at the front of the
building (opposite) are catered from
glass-block-enclosed private dining
roomg and kitchens at the back
(bottom right).
The top tier of seating is crowned
by a membrane roof, stressed by a
framework of steel struts and
catenary cables, designed in
conjunction with Alastair Day and
Brian Forster of Arup's lightweight
structures unit. Originally intended
to be constructed from PIFE
(Tefl o n)coatnd, woven fi berglass,
similar to Schlumberger, the
architects were forced to specifv
PVC*oated polyester due io firi
regulations. Tensioned by a series
of steel pick-up rings (opposite),
the umbrellalike shapes of the
fabric recall a tradition long
associated with cricket tents
erected around a village green.
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The top tier of the new mound, stand
at Lord's ground designed bg
Michael Hopkitts and Partners is
re sert e d fo r c orp o rate-sp ons ored
seating a,nd includes atnenities
required of any cricket match-bar,
restaurant, a,nd laaatories.
Billowing oaer itsfrosted- gloss
partitions and steel railings is a
membrane roof designed, in

collaboration uith Oae Arup &
Partners' lig htweig ht-structures

unit (opposite). Its PVC-coated
polgesterfabri.c was cut according to
c omputer-g enerated patterns and

ultrasonically welded into sepen
sections that ettend between six
tubular steel masts. Though
continuous ridg e -cab le
configuratiorn utere studied, the long
span and required stresses ofthe
membrane resultedin a series of
steel tension rings, supported by
catenary cables stretched between
steel masts and booms QeJt). At the
perimeter, the fabrir is tensioned bg
cables that are pin-connected to steel
stt'uts. Supported by rib beams
ftottom left), the upper tier is braced
at the sides (top left) and rear
(middle left) by plate gird.ers.

Galuanized steel cables
PVC-coated rnembrane roof
Glass screen
t Plate steel rear girder
t Concrete on rnetal decking
6. Plate steel spine girder
ry
Rib girders
8. Galuanized pressed steel steps
9. Retrac tab le fabric canopy
10. Solid steel hangers, grout-filled
L
2.

steel sleeoe

/

16.

ouer steel beams
Lower promenade steel beams
Solid steel tie-downs, grout-filled

steel sleeae
Tubular steel column
18. E risting stnpend.ed. concrete

tenace
19.
20.

Eristing steelwork
Eristing lower terrace onfill
utith new concrete surface

21.

Polgpropglene seats on
g a htanized. stee
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project coordinator; Datid Selbg,
Dauid Sparrow, Andrew Barnett, Jee
Seng Heng, Entest Fasangan Simon
Herron, Adam Matthews, Martin
Hsu, Ka Wooi

I

frames

Yeo,

pro'ject team

Engineers:
Oae

11. Glass block
12. Concrete block
1q Fo lding s lid.ing g lass d.o o r s
14. Precost concrete floor planks
15.

Architects:
Michael Hopkins and Partners
Hopkins, John Pringle,
-Michael
project
directors; Bill Taylor,

Arup & Partners-Peter Rice,

John Thornton, project directors;
Rob Kinch, project mano4er;
Amand,a Gibney, Dale Brown, Peter
O'Riordan, stru,cture; Alistair Day,
Brian Forster, membrane roof;
Alisdair McGregor, Andrew
S edgwic k, services ; B rian

Lieberman, Peter Euerett, public
health; Margaret Law, fire; Dauid
Richardson, acou,stics; Bob Cather,
research and deaelopnxent
General contracton

Hill Management
Contracting Ltd.

Higgs and

a =*F\
'tPr

I
dtr

K

tl
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Currently under constntction oaer

Embankment Place

Charing Cross Stat:ion, Embankment
Place is designed as an independent
structure that recalls the cast-iron
grandeur ofVictorian train sheds.
As reuealed by the computergenerated drawing below, the
building's steel columns will rise
from deep pile found,ations through
the stationb brick uaults to a series
of arches. From this main structure,
the ffice floors uill be hung, and. the

Terry Farrell is often described as
an English version of Michael
Graves. Like the American
architect, he has transformed his
style from a Modern idiom,
developed with former partner
Nicholas Grimshaw. to-an eclectic
Classicism that he has continued to
refine since opening his own office
seven years ago. Farrell's proposal
for Embankment Place, while
clearly inspired by history, reveals
that building technology still
influences his desisn.
The 500,00Gsquire-foot offi ce
building is currently being
constructed over Charing Cross
Station as the focus of
comprehensive scheme to upgrade
the surrounding streets and a
historic park along the River
Thames. To avoid disrupting one of
the busiest train schedules in
Britain, a multidisciplinary team of
Arup engineers, led by director
Nigel Thompson, devised a method
of independently supporting an
acoustically-insulated structure
over the 1871 station. The nrimarv
members of the frame conitruction
consist of 18 steel columns on 30meter-deep foundation piles that
penetrate the centers of the brick
vaults supporting the railway
tracks and platforms (axonometric
drawing). The office floors,
constructed from metal decking
over steel beams, are suspended
from this main structure bnd
seryiced by circulation towers
placed outside the four corners of
the building, an arrangement
unintentionally similar to Richard
Rogers's Lloyds of Iondon.
At the top of the columns, a
series of arches, post-tensioned by
clustered steel rods, ties the frame
construction together to form a
vaulted roof. "Our first solution
was a flat truss," notes Farrell of
his collaboration with Thompson-a
working relationship that has
continued to develop since the
architect and engineer designed a
1982 competition entry for a new
BBC headquarters. The decision to
use a more expressive structural
member was reinforced bv the
discovery that Charing Cioss
Station was originally topped by
cast-iron arches, which
subsequently collapsed in 1906. In
reinstating the station's Victorian
profile, Farrell surrounded the
central mass of the office addition
with stepped "shoulders" to echo
the height and light-colored stone of
the neighboring Thameside
buildings (model photo). Though
granite cladding and decorative
details will conceal its steel frame,
the formal composition of the
building directly reflects the
underlying structural system. As
Farrell explains, "Rigorous
engineering leads to balanced,
symmetrical solutions."
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resulting framework will be sheathed
in tinted glass and granite as a series
ofstepped. profiles that respond to
the surtounding buildings (photo).
In addition to Embankrnent Place,
be campleted in 1989,
Farrell has proposed, an urban
design for the sumounding

scheduled to

Thameside area. Improoements
include a new footpath ooer
Hungerford Bridge and. restoration
of Inigo Jones's Yode Watergate.

Architects:
Terry Farre I I Par tne rs hip-Te rry
Farrell, John Chatu,in, partners-in'
charge; Neil Bennett, project

architect; Simon Sturgis, Doug
Streeter, design architects; Dauid
BeEnon, project manager; Toby
B ri dg e, proj e c t coordin ator
Engineers:
Oue Arap & Partners-Nigel
Thompson, d.irector; Malcolm B arry,
project manager; Derek Pike,

Richard Terry, stracture; Mark
Facer, mechanical; John Haddon,

electrical; Bill Grosse, geo technical;
Richard Cowell, Mike lVilford,
acoustics: Ian Fowler,

transportation
General contracton
Laing M anag emen t C o ntr ac ting

L
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h
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Using your micro
to speciff

Computer-aided catalogs a,re already here,
and cornputer-aided specing is just around the
conler for micro u,sers. The author discusses and
eaaluates seaeral of the sustenls and tells you
what Aou can look forward to down the road.

By Steaen S. ,?oss

Until recently, the architectural
world has been threatening to
diuide itself into two camps-large
firms with big projects, ttsing
mainframe computing power to
keep track of eaerything that goes
into a building, and smallerfirms
seemingly doomed to doing the
whole job by hand. The problem:
There haae been reasonablE

priced, powerful microcotnputerbased sgstems for some time. But
onlg now is software emerging
that begins to take full adaantage
of the machine pou)er auailable.
Seaeral sgstems use databasessometimes on cheap o11tical
disks-kept right in the architect's
ofice. And some allow users to
connect to a mainframe via
telephone

for brief periods, after

All building-product suppliers
who participate in the print Sweet's
catalog files, for instance, will be
included in the electronic version
due early in 1989. But Sweet's
salespeople are having to carefully
explain exactly what information is
needed.

"Electronic Sweet's is enhancing
the print catalog files, and not
replacing them," says Perry Sells,
vice president/general manager of
McGraw-Hill's Sweet's Division.
"Although we've been helping
manufacturers produce informative
catalogs for more than 80 years,
we're now showing them how
important it is to fill in all the facts

Imagine that you're sitting at the
drafting table---or the computer
terminal-and that you need to see
some choices for doors. Right now,
you'd likely turn bo Sweet's from
McGraw-Hill or (if you know what
manufacturer's product you need)

hands this fall.

Publishers and suppliers have
taken different approaches to the
systems they are planning,
however. And, despite the range of
systems announced this year, no
publisher has put enough
participating product
manufacturers' catalog information
into a form that's structured
enough, yet, to make any system a
comolete solution to architects'
needs.
Steaen S. Ross is past president of CCM,
an educational sofiware compang in New
York City, and now teaches journalism
at Columbia Uniaersity, where he also
ra ns a large computing labomtory for
students. He is ofien consulted on

quality-assurance mutters; his latest

boo\ Construction Disasters: Design
Failures, Causes and Prevention, zras

published by McGraw-Hill in
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else," says founder and CEO
Lawrence C. Richter, "the spec is
the contract. Courts understand
text. not drawings."
SuperSpec, parts of which will be
available this fall, contains
impressive capabilities meant to
keep architects out of court. Change
a ceiling-joist system, for instance,
and SuperSpec will present you
with new choices for hangers to
attach the air conditioner vou've
already specified.
System George, from Active
English Information Systems in
Canton, Ill., is a start at automating

Comparing the Micro Spec Systems

most of the work has been done on
the micro, to keep the costs down.

to individual manufacturers'
catalogs.
You'd spend some time reviewing
specifications and making
price/performance choices. And
you'd spend even more time
preparing the drawings and
handling the contract documents.
Over the next few years, though,
the whole process will change a
great deal, at least if electronic
publishers have anything to say
about it. They are promising
architects the ability to review more
product choices in less time. And, in
some cases, the architect will then
be able to drop the product's detail
right inbo working drawings.
In fact, for some products, like
furniture and windows (page 13?),
manufacturers are rushing
electronic catalogs into architects'

manual. "If the drawing says one
thing and the spec says something
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about their oroducts so users can
search an el'ectronic database
confidence."

with

The number of systems-actual
and promised-may make
architects' choices about which
system to embrace more confusing
at first. But the initial babble

promises enough variety to match
the way gou want to work, if all the
suppliers actually deliver the
systems they've announced. Some
systems favor the architect who
starts with a drawing and then
prepares documentation. Some
favor the spec-first professional.
Some are better than others at
flagging inconsistencies in oftchanged designs. Most, if the user
is careful, allow switching back and
forth from drawing to spec.
In fact, the emerging systems
reflect the priorities and
personalities of the people
overseeing their creation. Corbel &
Company of Jacksonville, Fla., has
made a name for itself writing
pension documents and actuaries'

contracts. Corbel acquired
StandardSpec of Chicago and is

turning it into SuperSpec, a
database system that will
coordinate all items in a project

manufacturers' catalogs by placing
product images and specs on a video
laser disk. The disk also references
national standards and widely used
codes. Through the in-office laser
disk and a modem link to a central
computer at AEIS, the user can
create bidding documents, materials
lists, and even printed instructions
for manual or on-screen drafting.
Users can also query
manufacturers through the
system's electronic mailbox(Sweet'sBuyline allows users to
notify manufacturers' reps of their
interest). The initial System George
fee is $6,500 plus $500 per month.
Eclat Intelligent Systems of San
Leandro, Calif., announced
ei:Expert this June, to integrate its
ei:VersaSpec (an enhanced version
of the VersaCAD drafting system)

with ei:MicroSpec, a database
through which users can create
specs, purchase orders, bills-ofmaterials, and job-costing
documents. Eclat gets

manufacturers' information into
the system in the form of
CD-ROM catalogs, one per
manufacturer, that cost the user
$100 each.

That's a more cumbersome

approach than that of System
George when you're looking for

product data. But if a manufacturer
has supplied a CD-ROM catalog,
the product details can go

straight to a CAD system.
Perhaps the most ambitious
specifications database projectand the one that will appear last, in

early 1989-is SweetSpec from
Sweet's, which has licensed
MasterSpec from the AIA and
vastly expanded it. The 1989

publication date allows Sweet's to
come out with a service
comprehensive enough to be useful
on most projects. What con these
systems do now? How do their
capabilities fit together? And what
might their capabilities be in the
next few years?
To understand that, you have
to understand why so many
companies are demonstrating and
announcing systems this year.
Because Sweet's product catalog
files are so widely used and
understood by architects, this
article puts all systems into the
Sweet's context. Along the way, the
article will describe how catalog
information must be formatted and
added to, if an architect is to
computerize the production of text
documents and drawings as well.
You also have to understand that
the links do not come totally out of
the eomputer, despite the slick
presentations being made for these
systems at technical meetings.
The computer helps, but it must be
consciously directed by the design
professional. That "direction" is
getting easier and easier to provide,
but it is emphatically not automatic.
Why all the excitement? Miriam
Eldar, who directs the Electronic
Sweet's projects, explains the
conditions that govern the
field now:
'Enough computers in architects'
offices to provide the customer base
for a computerized service. That
condition has just been met.

'User-friendly databases that can
guide professionals through a series

of choices and keep track of those
cnolces.

'The ability of computers to
store a great deal of information
cheaply with the CD-ROM.
People have been talking about
such systems for a long time. Harry
Mileaf at Sweet's, in fact, started
investigating computer-delivered
services many years ago. As vice
president for product planning and
development at Sweet's, Hugh
Sharp guided development. By 1984,
Mileaf had decided that the trends
favoring computerization were
inevitable and designed Electronic
Sweet's. "He was the papa, I was
the wet nurse," says Eldar.
The project has involved dozens
of professionals and an "eight(Continued on page 136)

The technolory and what it costs
You can spend $2,000. You can
spend $10,000. Here's a quick

rundown. Along the way, we
define terms like modem, fixed
disk, and CD-ROM.
All of the systems described in
this article can be made to run
on an IBM XT or compatible
computer. They all need a hard,
or fixed disk, because they all
require two or three megabytes
of disk storage space for the
svstem itself. An XT or
c6mpatible, with color
medium resolution multisynch or
EGA monitor, one floppy disk
drive, one 2Gmegabyte fixed
disk (about the smallest disk
made, these days), and 640
kilobyies of memory, bought
fmm a supplier who will provide
service, costs less than $3,000.
In fact, if your office is lucky
enough to have aceess to a
computer hobbyisl such a
svstem can be assembled from
mail-order suppliers for well
under$2,000. Ifyou use the
same computer for lots of word
processlng, you may want [o
forego color graphics and use a
high-resolution monochrome
monitor. The most widely
accepted monochrome highresolution standard was

originally developed by
Hercules. That actually saves

From SweetSearch's initial menu

auailable products that conforrn

(top), user chooses Product Search
option, from which he selects
Doors and Windows. He then
narrows the search to
Rep lacement Windouts, w hich
presents him with major criteria
to help organize his search
(center). After selecting option # 1,
Operation, SweetSearch presents
user with the opportunitg to
further def,ne his needs. He can
also check on the number of

to his needs, and receiae

information on all releaant
technical specif.cations such as
performance characteristics. In
this case he selected option # 8,
glazing tgpe (bottom). From there,
the search is namowed euen

further

to manufacturers'

oroducts that meet the user's
needs and specs. The printed
Sweet's catalog is also referenced
Ior wler conuenxence.

vou several hundred dollars.
" Ifyou have, or are planning
to install, personal computer
CAD software like AutoCAD or
VersaCAD, you'll want an
AT-tlae computer instead (CAD
prog"ams run too slowly on an
XT. and some won't run at all).
That adds $300 to $500 to ttre
cost of the computer.
For CAD, you'll also need a
co-processor chip (it makes the
software run faster). For the
XT, the 808? coprocessor costs
about $100; for the AT, the chip
is called the 80287.
AT co-processors come in
several flavors, however. The
80287 that's meant for the old
IBM AT costs only $150. The
8028? chips meant for faster
AT compatibles cost up to $300.
Also for CAD, you may want
a

digitizing table! one with an

active surface of 11 by 11 inches
costs about $500. Some users
like a mouse instead, although
that makes it difficult to use
a CAD system like AutoCAD

with its addon architectural
programs. Good ones are only
$100.

CAD drawings take a lot of

disk space. The so-ealled
Bernoulli technology
---cartridges that slip into the
disk drive and hold 10 to 20
megabytes of files each-sets
vou back about $2.000 for the
ilrive and $50 to $i00 for each
cartridge. If your office only
works on one or two projects at
a time, though, a 4Gmegabyte
fixed disk and tape backup, for
well under $1,000, might be just
the ticket.
Most of the systems also
require a modem. That's a device
that connects the computer to a
telephone line. The 2,400 bits-per
second models can be had for
$200 mailorder, although a
topof-theline Hayes costs $500
or more. Because you'll need to
transfer a lot of data as quickly
as possible,

it

makes

little

sense

to skimp by buying a 1,200 bitsper-second modem for $100. One
waraing: Some non-Bell inoffice
telephone systems installed
more than two years ago cannot
handle a signal from a modem.
They require either an addon

box ($300 to $1,000), or that you
have the telephone company
install one direct outside line for
the modem to be connected.
Most suppliers are focusing on
the CD-ROM as an easy way to
distribute catalogs. The initials
stand for Compact Disk-Read
Only Memory. In physical form,
they are identical to the popular
digital audio disks. Because the
demand for audio players has
pushed the price down to $200 or
less, publishers expect that a
CD-ROM player that can be
attached to your computer will
cost only $300 or so by early
1989. The price this summer was
$800 to $1,000, though.
System George uses a laser
disk-an older, more expensive
technology than the CD-ROM.
Laser disks can store more
information, but the players are
more expensive because laser
disks never became a widely
accepted standard that would
have allowed mass
manufacturing. In any event,
the laser disk player is included
in the cost of System George.

Letterquality printers all
produce the same highquality
text. Cheap printers (under $400)
do it at one or two minutes per
page, while fast printers ($?fi)
and up) do it in as little as 30
seconds. Fast dot-matrix
printers for drafts can be
purchased for $300 these days.
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(Continued from page 1 3!)
figure development budget" says
Eldar. She expects database
servrces rc represent vanous
aspects of Sweet's, and eventually
to go beyond them. Sweet's
announced its first database, a
product search system, in June 1985
as "Electronic Sweet's." With other
Sweet's computer services such as
SweetSpec and Sweet'sDetails also
in the works, the original database
service was renamed Search. The

term "Electronic Sweet's" now
refers to all the services Sweet's is
planhing.
When SweetSearch is available in
early 1989, produet selectors will be
able to search the Sweet's catalog
electronically for a specific product
by answering questions about what
the product, a window, for example,
must be able to do-its
configuration and needed features.
The soeen will display the brand

"Electronic Sweet's
is enhancing the
print catalog
fi,les, not
replacing them."
names and model numbers of
windows that can do the job,
guiding users to the print files.
"It sounds easier than it is to do it
right," Eldar says. "There are now
about 40,000 products, and each
product has, on the average, 150
characteristics." That's 6 million
pieces of information. In fact.
Sweet's has all the software in place
to offer the serviee now. It is
making sure manufacturers are

comfortable with characteristics
Sweet's will use to describe their
products. Product categories have
been divided into about 650 seoarate
kinds of templates, each tempiate
leading to an on-screen
questionnaire from which users
narrow their product choices by
specifying various sizes, colors, and
performance characteristics.
Between now and 1989, it will build
the database.
"Otherwise, products could be
missed by a user doing a search,"
says Eldar. Users might accept that
they'd miss something in a print
catalog, but computers are held to a
higher standard of expectations.
Sweet's will distribute the
database on CD-ROM twice a year.
The second disk will correct errors
in the first, and include data from
catalogs that come in too late for
the first disk. The cost to users will
be about $115 a year.
Eclat is trying a different
approach. It expects to charge
about $100 for each CD-ROM
"catalog" of a single

manufacturer's product specs and
details. The CD-ROM's video
images won't duplicate the
resolution of a printed catalog, but
the designs can be rotated, even
"stretched" (where the
manufacturer produces custom
sizes---of windows, for instance).
Eclat's David Currie says users
will be "better off looking at paper
when they don't know what they
want." Users would then go to the
Eclat-supplied CD-ROMs once the
search has been narrowed to a
specific manufacturer's products.
Eclat also sells MicroPix, which
allows images to be captured from
videotape or through a video
camera (the required equipment is
made by AT&T under the
TrueVision label). The captured
images can be referenced to Eclat's
ei:MicroSpec software for creating
eontract documents and cost
estimates, and linked to symbols
within a CAD drawing. The system
works with AutoCAD and
CADvance, but the most versatile
interface is with the company's
version of VersaCAD.
Where neither a catalog image
nor a manufacturer's CD-ROM is
available, Eclat offers a symbol

library.
Corbel's SuperSpec is expected
out this fall. By August, it had
completed sections covering 5?
types of building products. That's
far short of the 20Gplus categories
architects can run into in normal
work, "but only about 40 sections
are used in 90 percent of all
construction," says Richter.
Sweet's group is developing
SweetSpec, an "almost expert"
system that asks users a series of
questions, presenting appropriate
new questions based on the user's
answers until a customized spec is
produced.

The level of detail these systems
provide should be good enough to
use in a contract. But will people
want to use them for simple
projects, or will they find them too
cumbersome?

Sweet's obtained nonexclusive

rights to AIA MasterSpec to use as
a base for SweetSpec (there are
more than 100 organizations
licensed to use MasterSpec, by the
way), and has been busy enlarging
it. "Things that MasterSpec covers,
by way of example, we handle now

with more detailed paragraphs,"
says Rob Dean of Heery
International in Atlanta. He
originally brought the idea to
McGraw-Hill, and his firm is
handling most of the work needed
to expand MasterSpec.
"SweetSpec's database has
grown to three times the size of
MasterSpec," says Eldar.
SweetSpec can be much larger
because of the CD-ROM delivery
system, which has the space to

include indepth explanations of
specs, alternative specs, and listings
of oroducts and manufacturers (a
totally separate undertaking from
SweetSearch, by the way; inclusion
in one service does not guarantee

Corbel's SuperSpec

contains irnpressiae
capabilities rneant to
keep architects
out of court.
inclusion in the other.)
Sweet's expects to update the
specification database daily, too.
"MasterSpec is still the best and
most widely accepted in the
business," says Eldar. "We want to
work with the AIA."
The spec database will be
distributed on the same CD-ROM as
SweetSearch, and can be used free,
apart from any mainframe system.
To print out the full spec, users will
have to go on-line. That is, they will
have to connect their computer to a
central computer througha modem
and phone line, at a charge. Costs
haven't been set, but Sweet's is
talking about a flat fee of $20 or so
per spec section.
One feature of SweetSpec is that
it can be used to print out an audit
trail of choices the user made to

dBase III database software
package. Files from dBase III ean
even be changed into spreadsheet

software Iotus 1-2-3 or Symphony
formats, if your office has the
knowledge and experience to fiddle.
Perhaps the biggest problem
professionals have at this stage on
larger projects is keeping track of
changes-updating the database as
the design evolves. That's been a
strength of the expensive
mainframe systems large firms
have installed. And it has been a
serious shortcoming of
microcomputer-based systems that
smaller practitioners might use.
That's changing.
Corbel says it has given that
matter a great deal of thought.
Drawing upon experience in
preparing pension documents
(which vary widely from state to
stabe and from pension plan to
plan), Corbel's SuperSpec seeks to
validate information as the snec is
created.
To do that, the system harnesses

the power of a central computer.
Users prepare specs and drawings
on their personal computers, then
connect into Corbel's system via
phone lines. Because most of the
data entry is done before the
connection is made, the cost to
users can be kept reasonable.
The central database can also
spin off job-related documentsbills-of-materials, contracts, and so

arrive at the chosen spec. The CDROM alone will allow users to get
an audit trail of their specification

forth. Simple graphics-the firm's
logo, for example--can be treated
as text in the documents. They then

decisions.

move automatically as

Sweet's says it will supplement
its services with Sweet'sUpdate, a
central computer database that can
be searched through a personal
computer and modem from the
user's office, to check if there is
new information that has become
available between CD-ROM update
disks. The information itself will not
be supplied, however. For that,
users will call the manufacturers.
Eldar says at least three other
services "are more than a good
probability": Sweet'sDetails would
allow direct addition of graphic
design details from manufacturers
to drawings. Sweet'sEstimator
would help predict building costs.
And SweetCode would provide
building code information for major
jusrisdictions. "We have identified
about 40 other services, too," she

or taken away.
Corbel has mapped out four ways
for users to work with the database
they create for each job:
1. They can simply have the
central computer download text to
their microc-omputer, and update
the text, job-by-job. The updated
text is sent back to the central
computer after updating. (Corbel
also has a high-speed laser printer
in its offices. Many firms will find it
easier to have text printed there,
rather than to be connected for
hours over phone lines. But Corbel
uses lots of technical tricks to

says.

Eclat's system, while not as
sophisticated as Sweet's as far as
product selection is concerned,
offers a link to the drawing through
its ei:Expert Design System and
(for the most complete link)
ei:VersaSpec (its modification of
VersaCAD). For ceating billsofmaterials and other paperwork, the
files are stored in a form compatible
with the widely used Ashton-Tate

text is added

compress text for sending.)
2. Firms that do specific types of
projects (clean rooms, blastresistant construction, and so forth)
can add specific, specialized choices
to the SuperSpec on-screen menus,
and make the special choices
available on all its jobs.
3. Firms can add their own

contract language, modifying or
changing the language of specific
clauses in the SuperSpec system.
Then, whenever the system spits
out a eontract for a new job, it will
automatically use the firm's
language instead of Corbel's.
4. Users can insert entirely new
language, covering areas that

The automated catalog is here

Dan Myrick, of Marvin Windows,
demonstrates the compang's
soJtware (top), which is scheduled,
to com.e out thisfall . CADD-I,
introduced by Andersen Corp. last
spring, is designed to enable user
to draw details such as the secfion
shown (bottom). Pella came out

with a "library" of sgmbols in

sophisticated oercion,
"Designer," is about to debut,

1985; a more

SuperSpec doesn't. Users can keep

their own clauses proprietary, or
share them with other Corbel
customers.
Why should a firm share contract
language with its competitors?
"SuperSpee could be a clearinghouse for contract language," says
CEO Richter, "so that customers
get as much warning as possible if
legal problems pop up."
Richter estimates that the cost of

Andersen, is willing to give up some
of that flexibility and to force users

*r-r''

running a S0Gpage spec through

and so

the system once would be less than

Minn., has taken a middle-of-theroad approach. Its system, promised

It

is tempting to say that, at
present, System George and
Sweet's initial serviees are more
product-oriented, that Eclat is more
drawing- or design-oriented, and
that SuperSpec is especially good at
keeping track of materials and
documentation.
That's a bit of an
oversimplification, however. All
these suppliers, and others with
emerging systems, say they plan to
shore up areas in which they are
weak. Or they can make their
systems more compatible. Eclat has
talked about building a natural onscreen bridge from Sweet's, for

System George places

product images and
specs on a ?/ideo laser

disk to automate
supplier catalogs.
years. But such bridges are getting
easier to think about, because the
ways of arranging data files inside
a microcomputer are becoming more
standardized. Aside from dBase,
other popular file structures are

Iotus and Oracle. Developers of
those sysbems have already created
easy ways to transfer data from one

to the other. Likewise, CAD file
structures are becoming more
standard, with just about everybody
at least offering a way to get from
their system back and forth to
AutoCAD. That makes the

publishers'job easier and less
expensive to contemplate.
There is even a lot of room for
these publishers-and smaller
suppliers-to market custom
interfaces-addon systems that
favor architects working in a specific
climate, or on projects of a certain
size or type, or on projects for a

certain state or the federal
government (with all their special
contract format requirements).

forth.

Marvin Windows, Warroad,

$1,000.

example.
These enhancements aren't
automatic, of course, because they
cost money. No publisher has
unlimited resources, and announced
but undelivered systems have
littered the computer business for

to make decisions before the
window appears in the drawing
because, in his opinion, "the power
of CAD lies in the database."
The database also helps keep
users out of trouble. By keeping
track of the units being used, it can
keep users from putting impossible
combinations of products into an
elevation, calculate wall openings,

for this fall, allows users to assign
some information ahead of time.
before adding the window to the
drawing, and then allows users to
refine their choice. But Marvin, like
Pella, is said to work smoothly

within AutoCAD.
Despite the flexibility, Dan
Myrick of Marvin says the software
will keep traek of custom changes.
"We can stretch the window, and it,
too, will interact with the drawing.
"Put down a floor-nlan svmbol.
and the software wili calculate tlie
rough wall opening," Myrick says.

If you're already using AutoCAD
version 2.52 f.or on-screen
designing, window manufacturers
have a deal for you: Free software
that allows you to electronieally
browse through their catalogs,
then add the window you choose
directly to your drawing. The aim,
of course. is to make it easier to
choose a specific manufacturer's

product.
The window manufacturers' give
aways go beyond merely providing
a library of symbols or details.
Andersen Corp., Bayport, Minn.,
got its CADD-I disks to distributors
last spring. By summer, 1,400 copies
had been handed out. The companvdescribed a session with CADD-I

this way:
"The computer draws the orange
and black Andersen logo, and
frames the top and right edges of
the computer screen with a thin

line. In the upper right corner it
draws a slender, rectangular box.
"'OPIION: drawing type: elev,
plan, detail, exit,' the computer
screen reads.

"'Elevation,' the architect
responds.

"The dialogue begins. Do you

want to label the product you're
selecting? What product type do
you want? What subtype? Which
grille, glass, color, screen, and
extension jamb?"
The architect selects a product
and tells the computer tolnsert it

into the elevation drawing, "then
copy it to form a row of 10 windows,
side by side. With minimal effort,
the windows are added to the floor

Using the symbol allows the
architect to bypass the menu
choices. Once chosen, the details
plans and working drawings, and a
can be tagged with information the
complete window schedule is
database needs to keep track of
printed."
them.
Pella Rolscreen Co., Pella, Iowa,
The ondisk window catalogs
came out with a library of syrnbols
don't have prices built in, but users
in 1985, called Selector. Arehiteets
can add them to the specification
or drafting personnel used the
database through the-CAD
AutoCAD insert command to insert program.
Pella will be distributinE the
the symbols into drawings. This
saves drafting time, obviously, but
system on three highdenJity
does not allow the computer to keep 1.2 megabyte disks that can only be
track of the products being used.
used with the newer floppydisk
Nor does the computer guide users drives (not the older S6Gkilobyte
through acceptable choices. The
drives). One disk contains all the
symbol library now works with all
elevations, specs, and accessories.
popular CAD software, not just
The second disk contains all the
AutoCAD. Kevin Stuart of Pella
window cross-sections. and the third
says, "1,500 of them have been
all door cross-sections. Thus, it is
given away."
fairly easy to run the Pella system
Pella has now expanded the idea
from the floppies without actually
into a full-blown program called
loading it onto the eomputer's fixed
Designer, which only works with
disk. On the fixed disk, the system
AutoCAD. It's due out just about
takes close to 3 megabytes of space.
now. Designer doesn't eancel
CADD-I has to be loaded on the
AutoCAD (or the popular AEC add- hard disk, but it takes up only
on AutoCAD program for
1.5 megabytes. CADD-I saves space
architects). Instead, the Pella menu
by storing only separate
coexists with the AEC and
components (sills, louvers, and so
AutoCAD menus. "Even after you
forth), then combining them inside
place a window on the drawing, you the CAD program.
can autostretch" the drawing, says
Marvin's system will take up
Stuart.
about a megabybe on the fixed disk.
As demonstrated, Designer
It comes on six "standard" 360K
switches easily between itself and
floppies-five with the details and
AutoCAD, allowing users to go
one with specs. The specification
back and forth between the
disk can be used alone, without the
Designer menu and the normal
details. It is arranged by product
AutoCAD drawing utilities. The
line. To use it, you'll need a
flexibility on the drawing side has
digitizing tablet (optional with
its price. Unlike CADD-I, there's no AutoCAD, but required anyway if
you have the AEC system option).
automatic generation of window
schedules.
The Marvin tablet overlay sits on
Robert Saxler. a consultant to
the open area of the AEC overlay.

New products

Pre-engineered buildings haae
been perceiaed, os prouiding
econoTnA and speed of

coratrwction at the erpense of
design fieribility. The buildings
shown here-bg fiae dffirent
architects with roof, wall, or
s tru c tur a I sy s t ems fr o m fo u r
dffi r en t manufa c tur e r s-+n e e t
fiae diferent client programs.
The city of Canton, Miss., needed
a fire substation in a

hurry, as

fuefighters responding to alarms
on the west side of town often were
delayed by long freight trains

crossing the city. A low-profile,
rigid-frame structure provides two
high bays for fire trucks and
sleeping quarbers for eight firemen.
The end walls will accommodate
eventual expansion. What makes it
a firehouse is the distinctive tower
and screen, constructed of the same

materials, intended by the architect
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to recall the shapes of the
neighboring shotgun-type houses
and water tower.
The D e I t a Q u e en Steamboat
Company wanted to convert a badly
damaged riverfront coffee
warenouse mto a passenger
terminal and headquarters. After
erecting additional steel bracing, a
new second floor was created within

the original one-story structure,
using concealed-fastener steel wall
panels, and an 18,00Gsq-ft standingseam roof. The wall system allowed
for the insertion of large clerestory
windorvs the length of the building.
A San Diego computer firm,
doubling in size each month, needed
a large facility quickly. The roof is
carried by steel columns set outside
of the wall, allowing a serrated
setback. The screen on the facade
gives scale and definition while
providing solar shading. The clearspan interior let the owner build

first, then deeide how to allocate
manufacturing and office areas.
The spacing of the structural steel
allowed the architect to place
windows and doors almost at will.
The metal panel walls were factoryfinished in a custom blue.
A Missouri architectural firm
wanted its threestory office
building to have the same character
as an adjacent 1940s radio station, a
local landmark. The pre+ngineered
structural system allowed the
designers to break the roof line with
dormers, and use green clay tile and
Carthage stone to blend with the
material of the older building. The
walls are an exterior insulation and
finish system, hung on metal studs
fixed to the frame.
The University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, needed an arena to
seat 18,000. The lFft space between
the two-panel roof encloses hvac
equipment, lighting, rigging, and

maintenance catwalks, and acts as
the return-air plenum. The walls are

constructed of site-built masonry.
./.

Mockbee-Coker-Howorth

Architects, Jackson, Miss.
Rufin Prefob Co., Inc.
Circle 300 on reader seruice card
9. Broadmoor Design Group,
Metairie, La.;

Armco Building Systems.
Circle 301 on reader service card
3.

Battnt Kay Associates, Inc.
Del Mar, Calif.
B u t le r

M anufacturing C o.

Circle 802 on reader seruice card

l. Pellham-Phillips-Hagerman

Architects and Engineers, Inc.,

Springfeld, Mo.

Butler Manufacturing

Co.

Circle 3M on reader senice card
5. The Boehning Fartnership,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Behlen Mfg. Co.
Circle 304 on reader seruice card

New prOduCtS

1.

continued

Path lighting

The Litewalk landscane fixture has
a east-aluminum housing just under
4-in. deep, with an integral striking
edge for recessed mounting into
concrete or brick. Its HID light
source and sharp cutofi reflector
are said to provide superior
nighttime illumination at an
economical dollar/lumen ratio. The
Litewalk luminaire is available
in surface, recessed, or pedestal-

mount configurations. McGrawEdison, Vicksburg, Miss.
Circle 305 on reader seruice card
2. Basin set
Imported from France, the
Diplomat Prestige faucet has a
bamboo motif, with brass node
rings accented by the reflective
silver nickel of the body. Fittings
may be ordered in chrome, black
chrome, and custom finishes. Kraft
Hardware Inc., New York City.
Circle 306 on reader seruice card
3. Drawing table
The BFST table has a 36- by 48-in.
top, set on either architect- (2?- to
35-in.) or standard- (39- to 47-in.)
height adjustable bases.
Construction features include an

integrated footrest and height/
angle release lever, and an
adjustable coil spring
counterbalance for one-motion
position changes. Charvoz-Carsen
Corp., Fairfield, N. J.
Circle 307 on reader seruice card
4. Architectural coil coating
The sample panels (photo) compare
Commcoat Flurodized
architectural coil on the left to
standard anodized aluminum, after
the equivalent of two to three years
in the Florida sun. The Flurodized
metal has not faded or develoned
streaks in the color coating, and has
retained its metallic sheen. The
coating process ensures that color
values are maintained evenly

throughout; for example, DF0/1
Dark Bronze will match, whether
on soffit, coping, or fascia, this year
or next. The metal coils can be
formed, even to a 2T bend, without

cracking the coating. A sprayapplied version is available for
extruded pieces and repairs.
Commonwealth Aluminum Corp.,
Bethesda, Md.
Circle 308 on reader ser"uice card

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Seruice Card

5. Field-applied metal finish
An air-drying fluoropolymer based
on Kgnar ADS resin, Duranar is a
sprayedon system for refinishing

metal surfaces, including anodized
aluminum, bronze, steel, and cast
iron. Various surface preparation
techniques required for a successful
application may include chemical
etching, cold stripping, and priming.
Duranar comes in a range of
colors; the photo shows tlte 1924
lobby of a Walnut Street office
building in Philadelphia, where both
the steel mail chute and bronze
elevator doors have been restored in
Colonial Bronza. Pennwalt Corp..
Philadelphia.
Circte 309 on reader sen)ice card.
6. Smoke-resistant compound

An extension of the Thermafiber
smoke- and fire-containment

system, Thermaf,ber Smoke Seal
is used with these high melt-point
(over 2,000 F) barriers to prevent
smoke and noxious gases from
seeping through floor and wall
joints and penetrations. USG
Acoustical Products Co., Chicago.
Circle 310 on reader sen)ice card
7.

Mirror adhesive

A new formulation of this maker's
standard mirror adhesive, Qurikset
Mimo-Mastic facilitates installation
of glass and acrylic mirrors. The
pgrmanent adhesive will not
damage safety backings, and holds
the glass in place to prevent injuries
if the mirror should break. Palmer
Products Corp., Iouisville, Ky.
Circle 311 on reader service card
8. Stone-look

paint

A spattercoat spray system of up to
four different fluorocarbon
coatings over a base coat,
Endurastone is said to give
exterior and interior aluminum
panels and extrusions the
appearance of granite or marble.
The coating is factory-applied and
oven<ured, and is described as
having outstanding resistance to
such atmospheric pollutants as acid
rain and ultraviolet radiation.
Endurastone is offered in both red
and black granite patterns, as well
as custom-matched colors. PPG
Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh.
Circle 312 on reader seruice card
More prod,ucts on page 153
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Onlythe
.
privilegedcoulc
affdrdthe

bestlnc

oo.flntil

now
Until now onlv a few "Blue Chip" users have
had the privilege of running one of the leadin
architectural & construction CAD systems

-GDS, the Graphics Design System.
We can now offer a complete GDS svsten
based on the new VAXstation ll/GPX
Capabilities previously associated with systenr
many times its price are now available for
under $50.000.
For construction applications, you can't
find a more comprehensive system than GDS
It will take you from architectural modelling
and engineering design right through to draftin
and detailing, from conceptual design to
working drawings.
Find out how you can take advantage
of the best CAD at the best price. For more
information call McDonnell Douglas
Manufacturing and Engineering Systems
Company 1 - 800-325 -1551.

IWCE'(oiQ'NELL
E'(O1,'GLAIS
Circle 60 on inquirY card

For more information,

Product literature
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Panel colors

Building systems
An S-page folder illustrates building
types constructed using Atlantic
metal components with brick, stone,
concrete, wood, and glass. Clear and
multiple-span layouts are shown in
recreational and airnort facilities.
Energy-saving insulated roofs and
walls are explained in cutaway
drawings and detail photos. Atlantic
Building Systems, Cincinnati.
Circle /t00 on reader ser-uice card

A soecification folder contains
sample chips of all25 colors and

On-site roll-forming
A brochure illustrates the forming

Stress skin panels
Interlocking panels for post-andbeam construction have a UL
classified EPS core laminated to a
nailable strand board exterior and
an interior surface of t/2-in.

finish choices offered by this

manufacturer of architectural and
utility metal panels. A chart crossreferences 29 panel profiles with all
standard finishes. Engineered
Components, Inc., Stafford, Tex.
Circle 406 on reader service card

of Cot-R-Cap metal roofing and
siding, said to provide design
fl

exibility and weather-tight

seaming. Installations include an
Atlanta airport, a Petaluma library,
and an Edmonton office. The batten
seam roof is now offered in this
architectural metal product line.
Alumax Inc., Mesquite, Texas.
Circle 101 on reader seruice card

drywall. A brochure gives technical
data and ohotos of homes and
offices built with the insulated
panel system. Branch River Foam
Plastics, Inc., Smithfleld, R. I.
Circle /t07 on reader seraice card

Walkway covers
A full-line catalog illustrates the
ootions available in structural
members, finishes, and designs for
many types of walkway covers and
canopies. Installations pictured
include barrel-vault skyroof, streetlevel walkways, and solariums;
standard fascia. deck. and beam
orofiles are detailed. E. L. Burns
uo., lnc., brlrevepor!, La.
Circle 102 on reader seruice card

Pre-engineered structures

Custom structures

Architectural panels
A 20-page color catalog gives

Architectural folder highlights the
design and structural capabilities of
custom-engineered metal buildings.
Applications illustrated include
factories, large offices, schools, and
health-care facilities. Summit
Buildings, Waukesha, Wis.
Circle /t08 on reader ser"uice card

An 8-page color catalog explains the
manufacturer's "Custom Concept"
of pre-engineered building design,

product description, application,
design, and installation data for a
complete line of light-gauge
structural metal components,
including roofs, fascias, screens,
curved shapes, and panel siding.
MBCI. Inc.. Houston.
Circle 109 on reader service card

which orovides comoonents to meet
any dimensional or architectural
reouirement at no additional cost.
Framing, wall, roof assemblies, and
accessories such as windows and
louvers are included. Varco-Pruden
Buildings, Memphis, Tenn.
Circle 103 on reader seraice card

Systems buildings
Standing-seam, concealed-fastener,
and insulated systems are
highlighted in a concept brochure.

Structural panels
Th e r m as tnt c tur e framlng and,
insulation panels are described in a
design guide as a solid composite of
expanded polystyrene and, Zf-gatge
steel, which interlock with shiplap
joints to form load-bearing exterior
walls and roofs with R-values of 22.
Panel orofiles and connection
details are illustrated. Ravda Corn..
Radford, Va.
Circle 404 on reader seraice card
Preformed systems
Architectural steel building
products for roofs. exterior and
interior walls, mansards, fascias,
soffits, and screens are covered in a
full-line color catalog. Photos show
all products on-site, including
copper batten and standing-seam
roof installations. ASA Pacific. Inc..
West Sacramento, Calif.
Circle.405 on reader seruice card

The system's ability to respond to
the individuai requirements of
specific design projects is explained.
Star Manufacturing Co.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Circle 110 on reader seruice card

fFe*'g*

Modular classrooms
Catalog page illustrates several
types of quickly erected school
buildings, describing the variety of
roof lines. fascias. and finishes
oossible. Relocatable classrooms
are constructed with heavy steel
frames and interlocking rib roofs,
and can connect to provide for a
variety of school fuhctions. Besteel
Industries, Inc., Industry, Calif.
Circle /t11 on reader setvice card

NOFAMEroS

NGDESIGNERS

Dont let that wide-eyed gaaefoolyou. This
cow had an amazing effect on people.
When she needed grazing space, pastures
were created. When she needed shelter. barns were
raised. And America's farming community grew up around her.

Our country's architecture and
design was developed on this principle
of cause and effect.
'America By Design,"a fivepart PBS series sponsored in part by

Haworth, shows how geography and the social a
economic climates all played important roles in
designing America.
The series, to be aired in September on p
lic television stations across America,
hosted by Spiro l(ostofl noted architectural historian and author. Check you
local listings for time and channel.
You'll see the American enviror
ment, not to mention the American co'
in a whole new light.

A{ERICABVDBSIGN

.

A public television series funded thnrugh grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, Haworth, Inc., The American Institute of Architects, the CorP-o.lqttot
Riblic Broadcasting, The Andrnew W Mel'ion Foundation, and the Public Broadcasting Service. Coproduced by Guggenheim hoductions, Inc. and WTTWChica

O Haworth, Inc., Holland, MI49423.

Circle 61 on inquiry card
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Computer furniture

Quarry tile
A 12-page design guide lays out 65
different flooring patterns using
various sizes of quarry tile. The
percentage of each type of tile
required is listed for each design,

AZ!-page catalog explains how

Humanetics furniture is designed
to alleviate the common complaints
of VDT operators: sore necks and
backs, stiained eyes, and fatigue.
Bilevel and adjustable surfaces,

ranging from classic monochromatic herringbone to elaborate
Byzantine borders. American Olean
Tile, Lansdale, Pa.
Circle /r12 on reader seruice card

seating, clustered workcenters,
computer aecessories, and security
systems are included. TAB
Products Co.. Palo Alto, Calif.
Circle /t18 on reader seraice card

Sound products

Residential walls and ceilings
Appearance, acoustic, and firereslstance rmDrovements ln
residential and multifamiiy drywall
construction are exnlained in an 8page booklet on uplrading walls
and ceilings. One system combines
5/8-in. gypsum base and Diamond
interior veneer plaster, which needs
no joint finishing to provide a hard,
seamless wall. USG Corp., Chicago.
Circle 119 on reader seruice card

Communication equipment for such
acoustically difficult areas as
schools. stadiums. and institutions
is covered in a 16-page catalog.
Products include amplifiers,
speakers, program sources, and
microphones for public address,
assembly, paging, and sound

masking requirements. Dukane
Corp., St. Charles, I1l.
Circle /r13 on reader seruice card

Window treatments
Commercial applications of Ultra
mini- and micro-blinds are shown in
a color brochure. A new product
feature is the All-ln-One conttol
cord, which raises, lowers, and tilts
the blind from one point. Energyefficient and flame-resistant
properties of the window blinds are
explained. Carey-McFall Corp.,
Montgomery, Pa.
Circle 120 on reader seraice card

Handrails
Glass and nylon-rail balustrades are
shown in an 8-page color brochure

from a national installer of HEWI
railings. End, corner, mounting, and
connection details are illustrated in
photos and drawings. The steel-

reinforced Ultramid railing meets
BOCA codes, and comes in 13
colors. W & W Glass Products Ltd.,
Spring Valley, N. Y.
Circle 414 on reader seraice card
Waterproofing coatings
An 8-page brochure highlights
various elastomeric surface-applied
coating products for waterproofing
nedestrian and vehicular traffic
areas, pools, balconies, and interior
areas. Project photos illustrate
some characteristics of Neogard
products: nonskid, seamless,

wateroroof. and chemical-resistant.
The N-eogard Corp., Dallas.
Circle /t15 on reader seruice card

Training tables
Classroom tables designed for
office and conference use are
featured in a color brochure. Tables
come in stationary, folding, and fliptop models, in a range of
appearance and material options,
for basic skilis training to
boardroom use. Howe Furniture
Corp., Trumbull, Conn.
Circle 116 on reader seruice card

Mobile storage systems
A 16-page floorJoading guidebook
supplies architects and engineers
with system configuration and
lavout alternatives needed to
customize high-density mobile
storage systems to new or existing
building requirements. A case study
shows actual design criteria and
floor-load analysis. Spacesaver
Corp., Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
Circle /t1/ on reader serttice card

#a

fire XU

lechnology

Flammability testing
A color folder describes the various
ASTM and Federal Test Methods
used in the flammability testing of
building materials. floor coverings,
plastics, attic insulation, and other
materials, including the new ASTM
E-84 Tunnel Test. Other materials
evaluation procedures offered are
listed. United States Testing Co.
Inc.. Fairfield. N. J.
Circle 121 on reader seruice card
Commercial flooring
Samples of vinyl composition tile
are supplied in a 12-page installation

album. Styles include Architectural
Criterion, Aaanti, Marbleized,
Hanouer Slate, asphalt tile and
Kencoue wall base. Complete

product data and technical
information are given. Kentile
Floors, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Circle 422 on reader seruice card
Lateral files

A six-page folder explains how
interchangeable, stackable files
provide flexibility and convenience
to office layouts. Doors and
drawers can open in either direction,
for use as space dividers within an
open plan. A chart illustrates all
standard and custom stacks,
drawers, tops, and bases.
Shaw-Waiker, Muskegon, Mich.
Circle /t23 on reader seruice card
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STYROFOAM

Brand Insulation
Directly
on
Metal
Decks
This. roofing asscmbly is describcd in U.L, Corrstructiorr No.
260. Copies are avallable from
ml^1t

I he Dow Chemrcal Comoarrv,
Top-of-the-Line Insulation
Nou'1'orr can tal<e advantage of

the hrgh strength, the moisture
resistance and the desisn R-values
inherer-rt in STYROFOAM

It is r-row possible to install
STYROFOAM* brand insulatron
directly- onto metal

brand insulation
for annlications
direciiy on
metal decks.

ded<s

bv

usins \

a new

svstem develobed bv Dow;no

tliermal barrier is
required.
That facthas been
established bv
conductinga farge
scale test at
Underwriters
Laboratories. STYROFOAM
brand insulation placed on
the metal deck pissed the
test without usins a
traditional barriei material,
such as gvpsum board.
The svslem uses a Darenrpendiirg fire-block liand;
technique at 10' intervals
in the flutes of the deck.
This U,L,-tested systemSTYROFOAM brand insulation.
non bituminous single-ply membrane, baliast and tfie inorsanic
fire block - provides timelnd
material savings. Only nonDltUmrnoUS mcnl Dral'tes are
appropriate.

The
insulation's
Y dosed cell structure
and lack of voids between
cells assure uniformity. This
results in stable physicalproperties, water resistance and a predictable lons-term thermal
performancE. sTYRoFoAM brand
insulation has an aged R-value of
5 per inc-h. A l5-year thermal
warranty is available,
For a ilescription of U.L. Construchon.N o. i6o, plus additional
facts on the advantages of using
STYRO F OAttzt brandlnsulation
over metal decks, contact The
Dow ChemicalComnanv.
STYROFOAM Brand'Products,
P.O. Box 1206, Midland,
Michigan 48674.

Cauhon: S'fYROFOANI brand ursuLrtrrrr is combusnbLt and sheruld Lre handled and installed
properly according to Dr,w' literaturr.rvrrlable from l'orrr suppLier or from Dot'.

Circle 52 on inquiry card
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*tademark of The Dow Chemical Companv

Continued fi'ont page
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Solar-powered bus shelter

A completely self-contained unit,
the -8. 1. G. shelter has a
roof-mounted photovoltaic cell that
needs only about 3 1/2 hours of
sunlight per day to provide 8 hours
of nishttime illumination. The solar
collector charges an efficient
battery; the shelter's power
indenendence contributes to its
comuetitive nrice. The fascia is
speciflcally designed to conceal the
solar collector, which itself is easy
to rotate on-site for the due-south
orientation required. Shelter
components can be designed in a
variety of architectural styles. The
installation pictured is in California,
but the photovoltaic structure can
be used at any latitude.
B. L G. Custom Enterprises,
El Monte, Calif.
Circle 313 on reader setuice card

Rubber flooring
Designed with a new roundedcorner stud profile and a special
resilient rubber compound, Low
Vibration Souare commercial
flooring is said to reduce the clatter
of shopping carts, gurneys, and

other wheeled equipment. The floor
is highly slip-resistant, and comes in
16 standard and Beachstone
ceramiclook tones, as well as
custom colors. Endura Division of
The Biltrite Corp., Waltham, Mass.
Circle 315 on reader seruice card

Sectional door
Roll-formed from orenainted 24gauge galvanized iteel and installed
with self-lubricating nylon rollers,
the Model 221 tryward-acting door is
described as competitively priced
for the commercial and lightindustrial market. The doors have a
textured surface, and integral
reinforcement ribs along the entire
length of each section. Windsor
Door. Little Rock. Ark.
Circle 316 on reader seraice card
Continued on page 157

Tsto Giues lhu A
Better Seal By Design
"Sound Stotr
Door Systems
Mean Highet

Sflmd|l'ffinlssim
Glasification
)::_:::3kn

catalog today.
0uer 200 full scale
itr

dnwlngs hatuilng zeru
systems including saddles.

\,

To oder by phone call:
:000-635-5335

lF*"1

I CAIATOG IH'

lswerrs'

}A
Labeled wood door

Built with five-ply construction of
hardwood veneers and crossbands
over a selection of interior cores,
the Stgled architectural wood door
will orovide 90-minute fire
performance in commercial,
institutional, and residential
applications. The door is now
available in matched red oak veneer
and molding; dimensions are from
2- to 1-ft wide, and up to 10-ft high.
Weyerhaeuser Co., Tacoma, Wash.
Circle 31/1 on reader seruice card

ZERO INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
415 CONCORD AVENUE BRONX, NEW YORK 10453-4898

TELEPHONEi 212-585-3230 TELEX: 2397n ZERO UR

Circle 63 on inquiry card
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Alenm
IsThe

offfixm

hNorr-Shrderd
z€#ffi'

.

ffi
a 1|.}1|'|{ Pennqylvania
t I ll I I Avenue in WashI\.r \.f tington. D.C. A
stately building with a notable
address.

Alenco was commissioned to
custom design energl-efficient
windows that would blend well
with the aesthetics of surrounding
buildings while meeting Wash-

Quality Aluminum Products for Over 30 Years
A Division of Redman Building Products, Inc.
NYSE SYMBOL RE

ington, D.C.'s demanding code.
Alenco responded with design excellence: A fixed window
with offset insulating glass surfaces which gives the appearance
of being a double hung, operable
window. Custom cove moldings
throughout simulate wood. And
an interior atrium which contains
48 custom designed windows
each one 6 feet high with l2-foot
curved heads.
No matter what the requirements of your next project, tum
to Alenco for custom engineering

expertise. Or ask to see our line
of standard architectural windows. Alenco: l,eading the way
with window designs that are
practical, aesthetically pleasing
and cost-effective.

Write for our catalog.

tiltFBLEnc*
ARCHITECTURAL DTVISION
4091779-7770 Box 3309 Bryan, Texas 77801

Circle 64 on inquiry card
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:PICORE'
COilPOSTTE
FTOOR SYgTEilT
Design wlth o Floor
ond o Celling in Mindl
One of the more
versotile products
on the morkettodoy!

Integratcd design
Master Architect softwarc
introduced for the Intergroph 32C
series of workstations allows users
to tightly combine graphics and
nongraphical data. Changing the
drawing of a roofline, automatically
updates the required height of
intersecting walls. The software can
display 2D and 3D views at the
same time, with objects
programmed to display themselves
differently in each view. A plan
view might show all the doors open,
and the model view can show them
closed. A change in window
dimensions will trigger changes in
wall openings and framing.
Intergraph Corp., Huntsville, Ala.
Circle 317 on reader senice card

Dorm furniture
Part of this maker's Mountain Ash
line of contract casework for
residence halls and hospitalitv use.
this loft system has laminate
surfaces accented with solid oak
moldings and pulls. The desk and
hutch unit supporbing the bed
comes with a built-in

light and

tackboard. EBCO Contract
Furniture, Sheboygan, Wis.
Circle 318 on reader sentice card

You'rewired
rnto acoaungs
er(pert
a

-l

-

Nowyou €n getfree, ocpert
coatings information and specification advice by calling the

Sherwin-Williams DataBank
You'll talk direcdy to a coatings
professional who can glve you
precise, technical answers.
Instandy. You can also receive
product data or color samples
to make your iob easier, Call us.
a pro, not a telephone operator.

And talk to

1-80032L-8L94
In Ohiq 1-800-362-0903.

We would be

pleased to heor lrom you

ElnIE="
METATS OORPORATICN

Eleven Tolbol Avenue, Ronkin, PA {5404
PHONE: 41121351-3943

Nttx:71t0-664-M24
EPICMETAL BRDK

Circle 67 on inquiry card

Sports flooring
The Solaolan floor comes in several
thicknesses for use in schools.
health clubs, multipurpose rooms,
etc. Rubber mats are adhered to
any even, stable subfloor, and
covered by layers of polyurethane
compounds. Soluolan comes in
several colors, and can incorporate

game markings and floor pits as
pictured. Cam-Turf, Dallas.
Circle 319 on reader seruice card
Continued on page 159

6lrcfiH
Ask Sherwin-Villiams.
Architects Do.
@ 1987,

'l'he Sherwin-'Villiams Company

Circle 68 on inquiry card
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Wtrat is a BestWestern?

Sensor-operated faucet
Water florv from EZl series public
restroom faucets is controlled bv a
Iow-r'oltage eleetro-valve, activated
rvhen an infrared sensor-beam is
broken b1' a user's hands. The
faucets, an addition Io the Optima
electronic product line. need a
tempered water supply, Sloan Valve
Co., Franklin Park, I1l.
Circle 320 on reader seruice card

The right place at the right price.
Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

l-800-529-1234

-World! largest chain of
independefuIy oroned

aadoperuted
hotelll moter innsand resorts"

Reprographic media
An expanded line of roll and sheet
paper, vellums, and films for
xerographic engineering copiers,
includes a polyester film that resists
the distortion caused bv the hot
fuser sections of such equipment.
This high-strength S-139-MX| film
also resists aging. while remaining
erasable. Fixed-image and imageerasable vellums, as well as hardcop). opaque paper and translucent
bond, are offered in a varietv of roll
and sheet sizes. Dietzgen Corp.,
Des Plaines, Ill.
Circle J21 on reader seruice card

"rilInilAl ll0ullf ilH"
THT

ORI]TM

sw#

BUARII

ONE.TIME ONE-COAT
APPLICATION LASTS FOR YEARS
Beat graffiti with the one-time application of Thermo Lrourd Tile. This steeltough, dense polyester coating, easily
applied with a roller, lasts in many
situations for up to twenty years.
Cleaned with solvents or detergents
a wipe wipes out the vandalism. Used
extensively in schools and institutions,
Thermo Liquid Tile is fully approved by
all appropriate authorities, including

the USDA.

Tree chair
Two-hoop chairs are made of kiln-

dried hickory saplings. The rustic
frame js constructed with fittpd
glued. and pi;;;;
J;*i., 1.u,.
ma1' be natural or vinyl cane, or
upholstered. Tables, settees, stools,
and other pieces are offered for
hospitality, contract, and residential
use. Old Hickory Furniture Co.,
Inc., Shelbyville, Ind.
Circle J22 on reader seruice card
CotttintLed on poge 172

i;;";

Call now for technical literature. Toll
free 800/BB2 -7007 . In California and
Alaska, 619/272-0061. In Hawaii,
808/9BB-6889. Or write: Thermo
Materials Inc., P.O. Box 9454,
San Diego, CA 92109

WITH IHERMO MATERIALS
YOU'NE COYERED!

Circle 70 on inquiry card
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oNE...

TIIREE...

T'WO...

...GO!

The Tri-Fount* Washfountain- the bestway yet
to move trafftc through a washroom.
It's as easv as L 2, 3.
1. It can wash one or two or three people at once.
2. It meets all barrier-free codes.
3. It's a real cost saver-saving water and energy with
each use, saving time and trouble with minimal
maintenance through the years.
Each of the three independent
spray nozzles is controlled by its
own push button, so each user activates a single metered .5 GPM flow
of preblended water. It realiy cuts
down on waste and waiting time.
Leg and toe clearances, and re-

quired reach to the push buttons
and water streams, are well within
existing barrier-free codes as well
as ANSI A117.1-1980 standards.
Less than five pounds of pressure
activates a safe. tempered flow of
water which shuts ofi automatically.
Optional backsplash-mounted

panel provide unsurpassed vandal-resistance.
' The Tri-Fount'" Washfountain is also easy to maintain, with front access to all supplies and stops. The
unit's metering valve assemblies employ the same
basic design as Bradley's field-proven 90-75 metering
faubet. Timing can be adjusted

from five to twenty seconds by
turning a screw-without turning
off the water. And if the metering
cartridge should ever fail, it can be
replaced quickly and easily.
For more information, call vour
Bradley representative or conlact
Bradley Corporation, P.O. Box 309,
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
Phone | 4I4 251-6000.

soap valves are available, too.

Bdlev(D

Concealed spray formers, recessed
push buttons, and a rugged access

Circle 71 on inquiry card
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We get the job done better.

SITIONS VACANI
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POSITIONSVACANT

SENIOR FACILITY
PROJECT MANAGER

The Oesign Alliance, a rapidly oxpanding design orientod

Herman Miller, Inc., a Fortune 500 company and one of Fortune
Maoazine's Ten Most Admired Companies in America, is a leaclfnq
rk place
environments, including otfices, light industrial and assembly operations,
laboratories, and institutions. We have a current need for an experienced
Facility Project Manager at our Zeeland, Michigan, location.
lf selected, you will manage all activities associated with the programming,

design, engineering, budgeting, scheduling, bidding, purchasing!
conlracting, construction, and installation of major facility proiects.
To be considered, Vou must have these qualifications:
. Strong design sensitivity.
. Strong interpersonal skills.

. Bachelor's degree in architecture, facility management, ol
related field.
. Seven years of experience related to technical proiect management.
Herman Miller offers an excellent compensation and benefits package

and the opportunity to earn bonuses based on increased productivity. Also,

we offer employees the opportunity to participate meaningfully in the
management of Herman Miller and the chance to become an actual
owner of the company through our stock-based profit sharing plan.

Additionally, we provide a pleasant and healthlul work environment for our
emproyees.

To be considered, please write, indicating background and salary history
in confidence to:

Eric Heiberg
Senior Facility Project Manager Position

Herman Miller, Inc.
8500 Byron Road
Zeeland, Ml 49464

At Herman Miller, we are proud of our etforts as an Atfirmalive Action employer, and we en@urage
women, minorities, handicapped, and Vietnam-€ira veterans to apply.

panese clients to design Japanese golf courses.

isist in desisnine eolf couise and interoretine
oanese architecllral standards to U.S. stanl
lrds in the U.S. desien center; interoret Ameran soecifications of architeciural nature into
panese architectural standards. Train Japanese
rtionals at U.S. desien center the conioanv's
nique methods of cfuating golf courses'to inrre compliance with landscape specifications;
rordinate U.S.-Japanese technical meetings in:lving engineering personnel and clients; anaze data concerning Japanese sites to assist U.S.
'chitects in unique prbblems involved in each
panese site to insure maximum design impact
n small parcels of land. Minimurn" req,jirerents: Bachelor's deqree in engine'erine
recializing in architectu"ral studies frdm Japan]
Ius 2 vears studv in a U.S. school of architecrre. Must be fldent in both Japanese and Enish lanquages, and must have an excellent unerstandinglof.the game of golf. $36,000 per
:ar. 40 hour week. Apply by resume to Colordo Division of Emplciym-eni and Training, 600
rant Street, Suite 900, Denver, CO 80203. Re)r to order # CO 2860453.
osition: Vice President - Interior Architecture
epartment. Hours: 40 hours per week, 9:00
m. to 5:00 p.m. Salary: $42,000. per year. Reuirements: Bachelor of Science'in Architecre; 2 year's experience in the position or 3
lars as a Project Manager - Interior Space Planing; 1 year's experience in "Corporate Degn". Duties: Plan & desien the interior soace
ir commercial and industiial buildines, conferng with the client to determine the-budeet &
pe of interior construction desired &" the
quipment & type of utilities to be installed; for-

ulate an environmental plan which will be
rnducive to the client's-business purposes
'oviding for the practical & esthetic aspects;
spect the work 6f the subconrractors to enrre that it conforms to olans; review the cometed work with the client to ascertain if modi:ations are required. Send resumes to: lllinois
epartment of Employment Securitv,401 South
aie Street-3 South Chicaso, lllinoi;60605. Arntion: Robert S. Felton. Reference # V-lL
124. An Employer Paid Ad.

POSITIONSVACANT
Senior Archit""1ur"1

Poriiffil]-[ffi

lished, growth oriented firm is seekins experienced p.-eoole interested in workins in Flartlord.
The oractiie includes Architectuie and lnteriors, and covers New England and New York
State with a current staff-of sixty-five. Present
openings include Project Management, Design,
Contract Documents, Soecifications, and Roofing Services
all of which will be additive to
- Education
present staff.
and experience requirements commensurate with individual oositions. Candidates who are interested in ioiriing a
highly motivated, professional team wh6re people aie considered the primary asset, ard requested to submit cover letter (indicating position being sought), resume, and salary histoiy to:
T. F. Dowling, V.P. - Jeter, Cook & Jepson Architects, P.C. - 450 Church Street - Hartford. CT
06103. (All .inquiries will be responded to in
conlrdencel-

Architects
Search

ssks a highly molivatod and lshnically oriontsd
registersd Architscl to manag€, coordlnalo and $hedul6
production
ot conslruction dmumenls tor all prolocls
the
and to be responsible for quallty control. 15 yrs. exp. will
be required. Send resume wilh cover letler staling salary
requirements to: Br??on E. 8tallman, Tha Daaien Alfirm

Group One
- $25,000-85,000
Executive
Architectural Recruit6rs. Kev

positions nationwide at all levels with Reeiona'l
& National firms, Experience in research/ ilevelopment, health care, commercial, criminal ius-

tice, educational, institutional, industrial lnd

multi-familv proiects. Confidential. No Fee. Include salary ieqi-rirements. 4917 Ehrlich Road,
suite 103, Tampi, FL 33624, (813) 969-0544.

lisn$,75 Mrkcl Slr..l, Porlllnd, tE

0a'101, EOE.

POSITIONSVACANT
Construction Zone Manager: 40 hrs. per wk.;
10-20 hrs. over-time oer wk.; 8:00 A.M. to 5:00
P.M.; $60,000 per ydar, provides professional
services in development and construction of
airports facilities and terminals; Monitoring all

cohstruction activitv, includine cornpliance
with construction documents aid sch'edules.
Other professional services include: Consultation with clients; Analvsis of FAA resulations;

Neeotiations for'FAA ahd airport authlority apof space req'uirements and fatilitv requirements io accohrmodate aircrafu
Bid docuhrent preparation; Review and approval of warranties and testinq certification; Directs
activities of workers conc"erned with construction; Confers with and directs supervisory personnel and subcontractors engaged in planning
oro-vals; Analvsis

and executing work procedures, interprgting
soecifications and coordinatinq various phases
of construction. Must have 6 yrs. of 'grade
school and 4 vrs. of hish school and 5 yrs. oI college. Must hive B.S. ii Architecture. Must have
5 !rs. experience in job offered or 5 yrs. experience as Sr. Architect in Airport Construction.
Experience must include 5 years in airport desidn / construction. Applicdnts should'forward
re-sumes: to lllinois Deiirtment of Employment
Security, 401 So. State'Str., 3-South, Chicego, lL
60605, Atten: Marie Ninneman; Ref. 7627-N An

Employer Paid Ad.

Exciting new proiects lor an

Architectural

- growing architectural design
established and
firm creates unlimited- opoortunitv.

Vari6d

proiects require well-qualified Job- Captain,
Proiect Manager, and Senior Designer. Must
hav6 a desire t6 excel and advance oriicklv. Send

resume to: Nadler, Philomena anb Associate,

103 South Bedford Road, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549,
to the attention of Mr. Rene Mueller.

Project Architect
openings for
- lmmediate
registered architects
with an expanding A/E
f irm located in the beautif ul Finger'Lakes Rlgion
of Upstate New York. Requires strong project
management skillsfor individual with 8-10* yrs.
progr"essively responsible experience. Exc6ptronal opportunrty tor growth ancl aclvancement
in a progressive atmosohere. Send resume and

salari hiitorv to: tred H. Thomas Associates PC,

2560 Nortti Triphammer Road, lthaca,

NV

14850.

Architects

Openings for Designers, Produc-

tion Architects,
Intern and Proiect Architects
with Award Winnins Firms in ihe Northeast.
Calllsend resume to:-Dana Lebo, J. Edward King
& Assoc., 5 Independence Way, Princeton, Nl
08540. (609) 4s2-7168.

Michael Latas & Associates, Executive Search

and

Professional Recruiting Consultants,

Specialists in the architectural and engineering

fields. Operatins nationallv. Inquiriei held ii
the strictest of-confidenie. 1j11 [indbergh
Plaza Center, St. Louis, Missouri 63132; GI4\
993-6500.

leadership position is available in
- ACroup
the Design
of Cresham, Smith and Partners, a 250 person A/E firm in Nashville, Tennessee. Take advantage of this rare oppoitunitv to
contribute to thetesign of maior irrchitectlral
projects throughout th1 U.S. C;ll Pat Bowker at
Design

1-800-251-21 50 for more information.

Proiect Director
are a 50 person archi- We
tectural firm based
in Philadelphia seeking to
add a Proiect Director exoerienced in the e-ducation malket. Responsibilities will include mar-

keting, design and proiect management. The

succeisful candidate'will be a reei;tered architect with demonstrated ability to-market desiqn
and direct proiects in the eddcational field, oiipbsimarily collbge! and private schools. This 'level
tion will be tracked io lead to a orincipal
position. Salarv commensurate with exo'erience.

interested cahdidate should submii resume
with salary h istory to: M-2, P.O. Box 1924, Phila.,
PA 19105. EOE.
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Pivot hinges

Group 4, Inc. now has ayailaSle the Disk
MASTERSPEC.
Specification3 System, This automated
specification produclion 8ystem will save
you time and money.

Library gerYice for

Announcing

DESIGlI

The MASTERSPEC Disk Library i3 available tor use with WordPlus-PC and Word
Perfect word-processing Boflwar€ syslems
for lBlt and |BM-compatible de3klop compuler syslems. ll is available in the Basic

ESIIThAIORII

and Short Language Versions.

from

The Disk Library is easy to use. l{o special

Dodge MicroSystems

training i3 necessery. You can use lhe ItASTERSPEC Disk Library immedialely upon
arrival.

computer program that allows you
to access the Dodge Cost Information Data Base, and produce fast,

mataon on the Group 4, InG--TASTERSPEC
Di3k Library

The first self-contained micro-

Caff

(4019)

Tf5-7472 loday tor more infor-

service.

4

alrr'\r rn'^

accurate. reliable estimates.

:rrvuv

#;;;"-''

Call Now

12 1 noilh matn slreet
bfvan. lexas 77803
409t775 7472

1-800-257-5295
(Ask for Rita Prince at either number)

?riil

package; includes Job Cost, Predictive Budgets,
Billing, Payroll, Aged A/R, A/P, and G/L. IBM
XTIAT compatible-link to Lotus 123 tm.
(m5) 962-4962 PO Bor t1811 SB CA 93

Dodge Cost Systems

McGraw-Hill Information Systems Co.

H|RE r.989 & 1990
GRADUATING ENGINEERS

SUMMER!to

-NEXT
its

First, it's in our industry's best interest

By filling out and returning the coupon

life-blood by below, your organization will be included
providing career-conscious undergrad- in summer job listings to be featured in
uate engineering students with meaning- the January 1988 issue of McGraw-Hill's

hold and encourage

ful summer job experience in their

profession.

Solar screening
Designed for conference and office
spaces where precise control of
daylighting and glare are
imporfant, the Window Manager IS
a dual-shade

In New Jersey 1-609-426-7300

rl|1ll

An expanded line of pivot hinge
products includes a reinforced hing
especially made for healry-traffic
doorways with overhead stops, suc
as in schools and public buildings.
All hardware comes in a range of
standard sizes, and brass, chrome,
and bronze finishes. Stanley
Hardware, New Britain. Conn.
Circle 323 on read,er seiruice card

future

Second, since there'll always be
anxious applicants than openings,
be able to select the cream of the

more
you'll
crop,

GRADUATING ENGINEER-

interior treatment

installed inside the window frame.
T\vo roller screens fit inside an
almost flush housing; vertical side
tracks hold each screen tautly
against the frame. Depending on
the glare-reducing or blackout
levels required, screen options may
include woven Soft-Vu material as
shown, which controls both glare
and overheating, while maintaining
an exterior view. Various
translucent shades can be combine
with an Approter fiberglass-vinyl
sbade for both blackout capability I
insulation. All Window Manager
materials are flre retardant to meet
the most stringent public use codes.
Appropriate Technology Corp.,

Brattleboro, Vt.
Circle 324 on reader seraice card

This edition will be distributed to

83,OOO engineering students on over 3OO

by Deans and engineering
department heads.
then evaluate them under "game- Please supply the name of the person
conditions" with an eye towards hiring students should contact, and a phone
them after they graduate
number for our checking purposes only
campuses

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

Free summer iob listing

MAIL TO: ARCHITECTURAL RECORD/POST OFFICE BOX 900/NEw YORK/NY 10108

NAME/TITLE ot individual to be contacted

YourSignature
T€lephon€ (our

u$

only)

ADDRESS: Mailing address ofyour personnel offlc€
TYPE AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS

SOUGHT: Architect lllustratol

Mechenical or Civll Englneer/Computer Science/Draftrper3on/Model Builder

ilifi

Note: La3t date couponr can bo acc€pted lorthis yo.r's summerjob llstings is November 23, 1987
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Undercarpet cable
New interconnection and cabling
systems are said to facilitate the infield installation and rearrangemenl
of telecommunication and data
transmission networks. The kit
includes copper and fiber-optic
terminations, wallplates, adapters,
and patch panels. Test devices are
available to ensure correct
installation; a software program
provides wire tracking for circuit
management. Thomas & Betts
Corp., Raritan, N. J.
Circle 325 on reader ser"uice card
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This most
pressive shuchre, located in Fort
rrth, Texas, is fulington Heights
gh School. A local landmark as
rch admired today as when it was

ilt half a century

ago.

When it came time to replace the
lrn-out original windows, school
;trict officials wisely decided to install
rdersen" Perma-Shield" Narroline'
ndows.
A prime concern was to preserve
: historic architectural style of the
ilding. It's plain to see that the
Lrroline double-hung windows-with

cool daylight. Further, the windows
easily met government specifications

their clean, simple lines-tie in very
nahrally. Almost as if they had been
there all along.
Esthetic values aside, Andersen
windows provide very material benefits. Starting with energy efficiency.
In this case, the windows are
equipped with our High Perforrnance
Sun insulating glass-expressly developed for use in hot-climate areas.
The officials were particularly
impressed with the shading coefficient
of this revolutionary glass-which in
effect helps turn hot Texas sun into

that qualified the project for federal
energy credit.
All Andersen windows far exceed
industry standards for weathertightness*-which also helps keep energy
bills down.
Maintenance costs are minimized,
too-because our Perma-Shield' vinyl
exteriors never need painting or
puttying. The removable, one-piece
Perma-Fit grilles also make window
clearung easler.
Whether you lean toward old or
new schools of architechlre, count on
Andersen windows to be totally in
keeping with your plans.
For more details. cail vour
Andersen distributor or se-e Sweet's
File 08610/AND. Or write Andersen
Corp., Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.
'N\\:tuA LS. 2 lJ()

Arlington Heighrs High School
Fon \lbrth. Texas
Administration: Fort \lbrth School Distrrcr
Project work: School district maintenance and carpenter
shop personnel installed all the l"arroline *.indorvs
and trimmed rhem out wirh P€rma,Shieldi casing.
87107

O

,Crme.
nome.to
qua|Iq{

Apders eli.

1987 Andersen Corp.

Circle 78 on inquiry card
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Manufacturer

system: Rauland. Maple gym flooring:
Sports Unlimited. Library furniture: by
owner. Door closers and locksets: Russwin.
Hinges: Stanley. Carpeting: Stratton
(M adros\. Steel lockers: Medart.

souroes
For your conaenience in locating
build,ing materials and other products
shown in this monthb feature articles,
nncono hos asked the architects to
id,entifu the products specified

Pages 9293
The Country Day Secondary School
George Robb
Shingles: Esso Building Prod,tcts (Esgard).
Aluminum windows: Guardline Industries,
Inc. Infiltration barrier: Tyvek. Faints and
intumescent coatings: Glidden. Plastic
laminate: Formica. Vinyl flooring:
Armstrong World Industies (Excel.on).
Molded plastic seating: Chairtex Mfg. Ltd.
Florescent fixtures: Sylvania. Bollards:
Prescolite.

Pages 8&91
l,eo Gonzales Cigarroa High School
Joaquin Gonzales Cigarma Middle School

JONESKELL Architects
Psges 8&90-Clay tile: D'Hanis Mfg. Cn.
Brick: Elgin Butler Brick Co. Hollow metal
doors: Steelcraft.
Pagr 90-Fabric sunshades: American
Awning & Shade. Prefabricated structures
(gymnasium, library, cafeteria, voeational
education): Star Mfg. Co.
PagE 9l-Epoxy paint Martin Senour
Paint Co. Diffusers: Titus. Public address

P8g€E 94-97

The Wray School
Anderson Mason Dale P. C.
Pag€s 94-96--CMU and face brick: Clay-

Lite Co. Aluminum-framed storefronts:

lUe pEA
WAS ESEN
BUT lIE

Kaw neer ( l nsu l c asl 154. Wood-f ramed
windows, blinds: Pella. Exterior stucco:
Nu-Wall with Sto finish coat. Sealants:
Pecora. Metal mofing, flashings and
leaders: Butler Building Products.
Exterior lighting: mcPhilben; Daybrite.
Hollow metal doors (throughout): W. Ray
Crabb Ine
Pages 9G97-Wood interior doors:
Weyerhaeuser. Iocksets: Schlage. Hinges:
Soss. Closers: Norton. Operators: Door
Controls, Inc. Drywall: U. S. Gypsum, Co.
Paints (latex and oil): DeVoe. Carpeting:
Bigelow. Diffusers: Titus.
Pagee

9&l0l

Julia Kiniski School
Barry Johns Arehitect Ltd.
Pages 9&99-Face brick, stone trim:
I. X. L. Brick Co. Ltd. Aluminum siding:
Alcan. Skylights: MAC Plastics; Sentinel.
Metal doors: Steldor. Wood-framed clad
windows: Robert Hunt Corp.
Pages lfiLf0f
ceilings: Canexel

-Acoustic

PIA

HAR

oEstON
FEU>

THFotPtl

(Whispertnne). Suspension grid: Bailey
Metal Products Ltd. Vinyl wallcoverings:
Tower Contract Ltd. Paints: Pittsburgh
(Pitt-Glaze polyester epoxy). Vinyl wall
and floor tile: Amtico (Durauinyl). Air
diffusers: Krueger Mfg. Wall and unit
heaters: Tlane. Roof ventilators: Broan.
Florescent fixtures: York Lighting. Alarm
and clock system: Simplex.
Pag€8 l@-lll
The Vollum Institute for Advanced

Biomedical Research
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership
Pages 102.107-Brick: Klamath Falls Brick
Co. Terra Cotta: Gladding & McBean.
Skylights and greenhouse: Architectural
Systems Inc. Waterproofing: Neogard.
EPDM roofing: Carlisle. Aluminum-framed
windows: Mercer. Metal-clad wood
windows: Pella. Entrance: Harmon Glazing;
Ellison Bronze.
Page l08-Railings: Aluminum & Bronze
Fabricators Inc. Flooring: Cold Springs
Granite Co. Drywall: Domtar/Angeles
Metal Systems. Paints: Miller. Carpeting:
Stratton; Interface. l,aboratory casework:
Perma l,ab. Fume hoods: Permalab/Baker.
Biosafety cabinets: Nuaire. Automatic
sprinkler: Harder Mechanical
Page l09-Acoustic ceiling: USG Interiors,
Inc.. Pendant fixture and sconces
(throughout): custom by architects,
fabricated by J. C. Garber Lighting Co.
Thbles: Peterson. Suspension system:
Chicago Metallic.
Pag€ UG-(top) Pendant lighting: Lazin
Lighting. Picture spotlights: ERCO.
Recessed spotlights: Staf Lighting. Rug:
Unika Vaev (Soz duhir). Canlerence table
and chairs: Peter Miles (Scarthin Nick IV).
Fabric: Jack Lenor Larcen (Heirloom).
Upholstered armchairs: Baker Furniture.
Wood doors and paneling (throughout):
Algoma Hardwoods. Fireplace: Calmex.
Floor: Kentucky Wood Floors.(middle)
Auditorium seating: J.G. Furniture (1/rna).
Upholstery fabric: Unika Vaev (Zaser).
ftottom) Lounge chairs: Busnelli (72lso).
Swing-arm lamps: Nessen. l,eather-covered
drum tables: Nienkamper. Tables: Peter
Miles (Whitney Pedeslal). Chairs: Peter
Miles (Orford Conference Chairs).
Page lll-Conference table: Dux (rl[ordo).
Chairs: Rudd (/fing's Chair\. Custam
cabinets: Nelson Pyle. Chalkboard:
Claridge.
Pages

Expecting creativity and quality in a design solution,
when you accept the lowest bid, can leave things falling apart
at the seams.
To combine effective creativity with a quality foundation
for any type of design project, call on the qualifications and
experience of consulting engineers. You'll get creative.problem
solving that responds to your specific needs and typically
amounts to less than L"/o of the proiect's total lifetime cost, with

better construction efficienq{ long-term operating reliability
and easy maintenance. And that amounts to a lot of horse sense.
For a brochure on consulting engineer services, contact us.

ll2-l2l

Smithsonian Institution
Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott
Pages ll3.lf-Granite: Rock of Ages.
Limestone: Bybee Stone. Copper roofing:
Revere Copper Products, Inc.. Metal and
glass entrances: Glass Systems Inc.;
Armour Glass. Aluminum-framed windows:
Glass Systems Inc. Glazing: Economy
Glass. Replica cast iron lighting standards:
Wells Box. Fixture: Western Lighting.
Ornamental imn fencing: Construction
Systems, Inc. Fountain: custom by
architects; mechanical by Roman
Fountains.
Page ll8-Skylight: Super Sky Products
Inc. Ornamental iron railing: Zephyr Metal

Craft.
PageE

America's Conzulting Engineers

QualityByDe-sign
American Consulting Engineers Council, l0l5 Fifteenth Stre et, N.W
Vashington, D.C. 20005.Telephone (202 ) 347-7 47 4
Circle 79 on Inqurry
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l2Gl2l-Fountain: Baycraft

Fiberglass Engineering. Wood doors and
custom woodwork: Geyer Industries.
Faints: Pittsburgh Paint. Plaster and
drywall: National Gypsum Products.
Acoustical tile ceiling: Celotex. Decorative
lighting fixtures: Edison-Price. Recessed

lighting: Wasco; Lightolier. Mirrors:
Binswanger Mirror Products. Public
address system: Dukane. Sprinkler system:

Livingston Fire Protection. Elevators: U.
Elevator.
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PPG. A world leader in advanced
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know more about it, write:
PPG Industries, Inc.,
Glass Advertising, CG39,
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Harrisburg, PA 17105.
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Circle 94 on inquiry card

At first glance, it's difficult to imagine how
these six different buildin€s are related.
But if you take a closer look at their
histories, you'll find they all share a
common theme: the washrooms in all six
buildings have been refitted with Sloan
flushometers.
True, these buildings don't look old
enough to need major plumbing repairs.
But the fact is, the original flushometers
that were installed just didn't hold up.
Even after repeated servicing, they continued to malfunction. They didn't shut off
properly. They leaked at the stops. In some
cases, they even flooded the washrooms.
In short, they weren't Sloan flushometers.
Unlike substitutes, Sloan fl ushometers
offer proven, reliable service. With built-in
quality at an affordable price. That's why
today more buildings are equipped with
Sloan flushometers than with anv other
brand.

Only Sloan's rugged, tamper-proof design
can assure the quiet, dependable operation
so critical in buildings like these. Plus,
Sloan flushometers are built to last for
years with only minimal, routine maintenance-an important consideration for
owners who value time and money.

14oro

Six'mdor
reasons
to specify
Sloarrooo

the

tim€.

The next time you consider specifoin$ a
substitute, think about these six
buildings. Then specify and insist on
Sloan. The first time.

l.

TX 2. Linpro Company. Berwyn PA
High School, Meade, WA 4. Barnett Plaza. 0rlando. FL 5. Cow Town
Colosseum. Fort Worth. TX 6. CNA Tower. 0rlando FL
Angelina County Exposition Cenler, Lufkin,

3. Noithwood Jr

SLOAN VALVE COMP INY
10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, lL 60131

A Tradition of Quality and Pride
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